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Abstract

India is a rapidly developing country, which results in a vast consumption of 

natural resources. For India’s rapid development to be sustainable, its toll on the 

environment and natural resource usage needs to be kept in check. One key factor 

to support sustainable development and resource use is quality environmental 

education. Environmental education has the potential to motivate and empower 

people to change their behaviors and take action towards sustainable development. 

However, teaching environmental education in a large and diverse country, such as 

India, is complex. To be effective, environmental education needs to take in to 

account the local context, both in terms of the natural environment and the culture. 

Although India has made significant progress in this area by developing national 

curriculum standards and educational policies to promote environmental education 

in schools, educators, especially in rural areas, face the challenge of how to 

adequately teach environmental education in K-12 school settings. 

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have the potential to play an 

important role in providing in-service teacher training, curriculum materials, and 

educational programs aimed to improve environmental education – especially in 

rural areas. However, for NGO educational initiatives to be successful, it is 

important for workers to have not only positive relationships with teachers and 

communities, but also to have knowledge about social, cultural, and economic 

issues that impact the local environment. The objective of this research was to 

introduce a collaborative field-based model to help support a local NGO in 
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designing a context-specific approach to teaching environmental education that is 

culturally relevant and appropriate for implementation in local school settings. 

Understanding and responding to environmental issues requires that students be 

able to understand how locally contextualized environmental, social, and economic 

concerns are connected to global issues. In order to do this, students need to make 

connections between their home life, school life, and the greater world.

Culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP) works to better understand the 

relationship between teachers and their students, where the cultural knowledge of 

the students is used to help to make classroom learning more relevant and 

meaningful. A culturally relevant pedagogical approach to developing and 

implementing environmental education offers teachers and students a way to learn 

about and address local environmental issues by drawing from real-life experiences 

and knowledge and then learning how to apply this knowledge and experience to 

affect positive changes in both the local and global contexts. Therefore, 

environmental education programs that are designed based on culturally relevant 

pedagogical approaches have the potential to be both transformative and 

sustainable.

In an effort to apply this approach to environmental education curriculum 

development in this study, the researcher, an environmental educator, implemented 

a collaborative field-based approach that engaged NGO workers, and teachers from 

several middle schools in the Chirang District of Assam, India to identify the 

learning needs of the local students. In order to realize this, the environmental 

educator collaborated with the NGO workers and teachers to first measure students’ 

knowledge, attitudes, and awareness about the environment. Next, the 
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environmental educator engaged the teachers and NGO workers to collectively 

reflect on students’ responses in order to make preliminary decisions about how to 

develop environmental education lessons that could challenge and develop students’ 

understandings about the environment. 

The study took place in the Chirang District of Assam, in North East India. A 

total of 277 class VIII students attending government schools, both Assamese and 

Bodo language, participated in the baseline data collection. The baseline data was 

collected using three specially designed assessments, 1) draw-an-environment test 

(DAET), 2) environmental awareness ability measure (EAAM), and 3) card sorting 

activity to rank environmental concerns. These assessments were intended to test 

students’ perceptions, awareness, and concerns towards the environment. After 

analyzing students’ results, it was found that while students do recognize that 

humans have an impact on the environment, they do not fully understand that this 

impact can often be negative. Additionally, while the students have a good 

awareness of their local environment, they were primarily with environmental 

problems that affect them directly and did not demonstrate an awareness of the 

factors that causes these environmental problems. The researcher shared these 

findings with the local teachers and NGO workers who all acknowledged there 

appeared to be a disconnect between the students’ current understanding of the 

environment and what the teachers and NGO workers felt was most important for 

students to know about the environment. This outcome underscores the need to 

incorporate more CRP into the local environmental education program to bridge 

the gap between students’ and teachers’ understandings. CRP argues it is critical for 

teachers to understand their students’ perspectives and not making assumptions 
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about students’ ideas. By understanding how their students conceptualize their own 

environment, teachers will be better equipped to help students move beyond their 

immediate surroundings and gain a more holistic understanding of the environment. 

Doing so can help students to recognize the links between local and global 

environmental issues which can support teachers to create learning spaces where 

students have the ability to identify issues and the capacity to affect positive change.

Finally, this research revealed that while teachers and NGO workers are 

willing to work together to design a new context specify environmental education 

that is culturally relevant to students’ lived experiences, they need help for from 

educational development specialist to do so. This study showed that the model used 

has the potential to meaningfully connect important stakeholders in ways that 

promote collaboration while keeping students’ needs at the center. Additionally, this 

model is not limited to environmental education, it can also be used with a variety 

of different education or development specialists. Specialists from multiple 

different backgrounds could apply CRP as a framework for working with NGOs 

and local teachers towards designing a variety of different educational programs 

that are field-based and collaborative in nature. 

Keyword: Environmental Education, Field-based Collaboration, North East India, 

Non-government Organizations (NGOs), Quality Education, and Culturally 

Relevant Pedagogy (CRP)

Student Number: 2017-25052
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

“Education is critical for promoting sustainable development and 

improving the capacity of people to address environment and 

development issues” (UNESCO, 1992, p. 2)

1.1 Study Background

Education should be about giving choices and improving basic freedoms, it should 

emphasize the importance of equal opportunities and fundamental entitlement, with 

individual agency, wellbeing and, liberty (McCowan & Unterhalter, 2015). As 

such, development should be viewed as both individual as well as collective 

empowerment, and this is achieved through education, learning and, action. 

Education is not only a tool for development, but education itself is also 

development and therefore is fundamental (McCowan & Unterhalter, 2015). 

However, development needs to be sustainable; according to the World 

Commission on Environment and Development, sustainable development (SD) is 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 41). To put 

this into perspective, SD is made up of three main pillars, economic development, 

social development, and environmental protection. All three of these factors need to 

be present in order for sustainability to be upheld. Education is one tool that can 

and should be utilized to make sure that development is sustainable. A big step 

pushing education towards a greater focus on sustainable development occurred on 

25th September 2015, when the UN General Assembly adopted the 2030 Agenda 
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for Sustainable Development. The essence of this agenda was the creation of the 17 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (United Nations, 2015). These 17 SDGs 

aim to secure a more sustainable, peaceful, prosperous, and equitable life on earth 

for everyone now and in the future. These goals cover a range of international 

challenges that need to be addressed in order for humankind to persist, for 

sustainability. 

The United Nations has, in recent years championed the idea that receiving 

a quality education is a fundamental stepping stone for sustainable development 

and showed this belief when creating the SDGs, as it created SDG 4: Quality 

Education that is aimed at unequivocally tackling education and development. 

Education development has become, thanks to this targeted SDG, about more than 

merely getting children into schools, but also about improving the quality of what 

they are learning (Adams, Jackson, & Turner, 2018). Proper education can act as a 

catalyst for improving the quality of life; it can also be a tool to help solve many of 

the world’s greatest problems. For this reason, SDG 4 seems to be one of the most 

influential of all the SDGs. SDG 4 has a set of seven targets and three means of 

implementation that are tasked with ensuring inclusive and equitable quality 

education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. Moreover, we can see 

how imperative the environment is, as almost half of the total 17 SDGs relate 

directly to the environment, and the rest all relate indirectly to the environment. 

Education and the environment are a fundamental part of this 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development showing the importance of both, and intrinsically, the 

importance of environmental education. Environmental education is critical for all 

forms of life to be sustainable. As Shailaja Ravindranath said, “environmental 
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education aims at improving environmental quality and thereby the quality of life 

of humans and other life forms as well” (2016, p. 90). Quality environmental 

education supports sustainable development as it can change behaviors and 

attitudes towards the environment. This means that environmental education is the 

perfect means to motivate and empower a nation to take action towards sustainable 

development. In the next few sections, I will be going into more detail and 

describing what exactly environmental education is and what proving quality 

environmental education entails.  

1.2 Environmental Education

Environmental education is the organized efforts to educate individuals on how 

the natural environments function, and particularly, how human beings can 

manage their behavior and ecosystems to live sustainably. One of the major 

challenges facing environment education today is the growing public attention 

around environmental issues and the need to better understand these issues. As a 

result, there is a growing importance to ensure that environmental education's 

first concern is about education and second with content. Environmental 

education must be more about educating first rather than advocating a particular 

environmental view (Johnson & Mappin, 2005). 

Environmental Education is an immense, diverse field, integrating 

disciplines such as biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, geography and more 

that has grown and embraced many different concepts, ideas, and practices, since 

its early conception during the first global environment conference the United 

Nations Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm in 1972 
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(Handl, 2012). Five years later, in 1977, the world's first intergovernmental 

conference on environmental education was organized by UNESCO along with the 

UNEP in Tbilisi, Georgia, where the Tbilisi declaration was adopted setting about 

recommendations for the future of Environmental Education.  Included in this 

declaration was the definition of the purpose of environmental education: 

“The goal of environmental education is: to develop a world 

population that is aware of, and concerned about, the environment 

and its associated problems, and which has the knowledge, skills, 

attitudes, motivation, and commitment to work individually and 

collectively toward solutions of current problems and the 

prevention of new ones.” (United Nations Education, Scientific, 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) & United Nations 

Environmental Programme (UNEP), 1978, p.2).

This purpose made evident that environmental education is about more than 

simply a transfer of environmental knowledge; it is about taking action. 

Understanding that Environmental education is essential for all individuals, all 

around the world, correspondingly in 1992 Roth, expanded on the Tbilisi 

Declaration’s to include a definition of the term environment literacy,

1.3 Promoting Environmental Literacy via 
Environmental Education 

The term environmental literacy is by no means a new term. The term was first 

introduced in academia by Roth in 1968 in an article entitled, “How shall we know 

the environmentally literate citizen?’’ and was later popularized in 1970 when 
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United States President, Richard Nixon, described environmental literacy as a 

person’s awareness of his/her relationship to the environment (Hungerford, Bluhm, 

Volk, & Ramsey, 1998). Being literate is often associated with the ability to read 

and write, but in the wider sense of the word, it means to have knowledge or 

competence in a specific area. Accordingly, being environmentally literate requires 

having knowledge or competence that relates to an understanding of the 

environment.

In the context of Education Development, the goals of environmental 

education were first clearly articulated in 1977 by the United Nations Education, 

Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) at the world’s first 

intergovernmental conference on Environmental Education organized held in 

Tbilisi, Georgia. Now referred to as the Tbilisi Declaration, researchers, activists, 

and policymakers asserted that environmental education had to be about more than 

simply transferring environmental knowledge to students, but it is also needed to 

support individuals to take action. Specifically, the goals of environmental 

education were described as needing to

“1. To foster clear awareness of, and concern about, economic, 

social, political, and ecological interdependence in urban and rural 

areas.

2. To provide every person with opportunities to acquire the 

knowledge, values, attitudes, commitment, and skills needed to 

protect and improve the environment.

3. To create new patterns of behavior of individuals, groups, and 
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society as a whole towards the environment.” (UNESCO & UNEP, 

1978. p. 3).

The 1977 Tbilisi Declaration proposed that all environmental education should be 

geared toward expanding people’s awareness, knowledge, attitude, skills and action 

about and towards the environment (see figure 1.1). 

Figure 1.1. The five key objectives and descriptions of environmental literacy as 
adapted from the Tbilisi Declaration (UNESCO & UNEP, 1977).
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In this document (UNESCO & UNEP, 1977), awareness refers to helping 

groups and individuals to acquire an awareness and sensitivity to the environment 

and problems related to the environment. Knowledge refers to helping groups and 

individuals have opportunities to experience and acquire a basic understanding of 

the environment and problems related to the environment. Attitudes refer to helping 

groups and individuals acquire a set of values and feelings of concern for the 

environment and motivation for actively participating in environmental 

improvement and protection. Finally, skills and participation refer to helping 

groups and individuals acquire the skills for identifying and solving environmental 

problems and making sure that all people have opportunities to be actively 

involved at all levels in working toward resolution of environmental problems. 

An important way to meet these goals is to improve people’s 

environmental literacy. Roth describes environmental literacy as “basic functional 

education for all people, which provides them with the elementary knowledge, 

skills, and motives to cope with environmental needs and contribute to sustainable 

development” (1992, p. 14). Since the 1990s, a number of environmental literacy 

frameworks have been published to further this cause. All with the main objective 

of helping with planning and assessment of programs established to promote 

environmental literacy and all using the five key objectives of environmental 

literacy from Tbilisi declaration as to their foundation. The sections that follow 

make clear the importance of developing environmental education programs that

consider learners’ local contexts for making sense of the environment and for 

supporting learners to understand and be empowered to protect their local 
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environment.

The Importance of Context for Promoting Environmental Literacy 

To be an environmentally literate individual, knowledge about environmental 

issues and problems is essential, but it is also important to have both the mindset 

and skills to attempt to solve the problems (McBride et al., 2013). Even if the 

public has knowledge and awareness about environmental issues, if they lack 

concern and motivation to act, nothing significant can happen to curb growing 

threats to the environment. Empathy, positive attitudes, and motivation to change 

behaviors are all important components for developing an environmentally literate 

public. Research has shown that environmental education that promotes sustainable 

development is key to affecting changes in attitudes and actions over time (Sauvé, 

2005). However other studies have shown that unless students have a clear 

understanding about what the environment is, how it relates to their lives, and how 

and why they should become active agents in environmental education, many 

students inadvertently miss the point of learning activities in traditional 

environmental education classrooms (Hopwood, 2007; Rickinson, 2006). These 

studies argue the need for more context-specific environmental education that takes 

into account students’ pre-existing knowledge/awareness/attitudes about and 

towards the environment and that contextualizes learning within the context of the 

local environment and then expanding to more holistic conceptions of the 

environment more broadly. 

     Understanding whether or not students have developed a positive 

attitude towards the environment, one that both appreciates and has empathy for 
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local environmental concerns, is an important focus for this study. Specifically, this 

study speaks to the need for developing culturally relevant environmental 

education programs that can support students to become more literate about local 

environmental issues and then use this locally produced knowledge to understand 

and to apply how environmental issues are more intricately connected in the world. 

In the sections that follow, background about India’s educational policies regarding 

environmental education and environmental issues in the local context where this 

study takes place are introduced.

1.4 Environmental Education and Sustainable
Development

Throughout the history of environmental education, there has always been close 

links to the growing concern for the status of the environment this can been seen in 

the way that environmental education has been defined and encouraged.  With the 

growing concern over the problems associated with the environment and 

development, new support for an educational approach that supports sustainable 

development was pushed; “Education is critical for promoting sustainable 

development and improving the capacity of people to address environment and 

development issues” (UNESCO, 1992, p. 2).  This push for a revolution in 

environmental education approaches called for a progression in educational 

practices that not only reflects immediate environmental improvement but goes 

further and also addresses educating for ‘sustainability’ in the long term (Tilbury, 

1995). This change in direction and purpose has caused much debate within 

environmental education circles as to how to handle the emergence of education for 
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sustainable development and where environmental education fits within this new 

perspective (Jickling & Wals, 2008). However, what is clear, is that “behind the 

notion of environmental education for sustainable development lie differing 

conceptions 1) of the environment, 2) of education, and 3) of sustainable 

development” (Sauvé, 1996, p. 3). All three of these ideas need to work together if 

they are to be successful.

Understanding that environmental education is essential for all individuals, 

all around the world and it is about more than simply a transfer of environment 

knowledge, environmental education can and should motivate and empower people 

to change their behaviors and take action towards sustainable development (Sauvé, 

1996). The importance of environmental education for sustainable developments is 

now more evident than ever, especially in countries that are rapidly developing. 

However, bringing quality environmental education to these developing counties, 

especially in rural areas is not easy, these classes require a lot of resources such as 

highly educated teachers and specialized curriculum (López-Garriga, Muñoz-Sola, 

Echevarría, & Nazario, 1997).

1.5 Environmental Education in Developing 
Countries

Development has not always had a strong focus on education and historically when 

education and development did interact, it was focused primarily on economic 

growth, human capital (King, 2017). Education was seen as a tool to improve 

economic development, and not as a way to improve humans. Yet, it is through the 

development of humans that countries are also developed. Moreover, many of the 
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so-called underdeveloped countries were expected to follow a linear set of steps 

laid out by the so-called developed countries with the belief that in doing so they 

too would become developed, but in most cases, this has not happened (Tikly, 

2004). Nevertheless, a key aspect of development that needs to be understood is 

that not everyone, and in the same manner, not every country develops in the same 

way or at the same pace. As a result, the challenges faced by different developing 

countries, especially with regards to education are not all the same, they are 

context-specific. 

In developing countries, the challenge of using environmental education

to motivate and empower people to change their behaviors is even more 

compounded by the lack of resources available not only to teachers but the 

community in general. Often in developing countries, environmental education is 

brought from an outside context and is, therefore, less effective as it does not take 

into account all these challenges. One example of this can be seen in UNEP’s 2008 

World Environment Day 2008 slogan “CO 2: Kick the Habit!” What does a slogan 

like this mean to a student living in a rural community, who has never had 

electricity or even running water (Gorana & Kanaujia, 2016b)?

If those working in educational development had a better understanding of 

the site-specific challenges that locals face, such as the lack of electricity, as well as 

a better understanding of how students perceive their own environment, they would 

be better equipped to face the challenges and improve environmental education and 

better empower students to take action towards sustainable development. Thereby 

make a lasting impact to empower students to take action towards sustainable 
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development. A country that is rapidly developing and that is facing many 

challenges related to the environment, as well as education in India, where this 

study takes place. 

1.6 Environment Education in India

India has the world’s second-largest population and its’ rapid development is taking 

a toll on the environment. As a result, the country’s natural resource usage needs to 

be kept in check (Pachauri, 2004). Additionally, India has some of the worse 

environment pollutions in the world, New Delhi, India’s capital has been in the 

news of late due to its high air pollution, has been given the uninviting distinction 

of becoming the most polluted city on Earth in November 2017, after air quality 

reached immeasurable numbers (Irfan, 2017). However, pollution is not limited 

only to large cities, even in the rural, undeveloped parts of India pollution is a huge 

problem. In some of these rural villagers, environmental pollution has become a 

part of daily life. Pollution is not the only environmental issue India is currently 

facing, in June 2019 the country faced not only one of the worst droughts in its 

history but also flooding in large parts of the country due to climate change 

(Haynes, 2019). 

As recently as November 25, 2019, the New York Times reported that 

climate change alone is not the problem, unsustainable development is a further 

malefactor facing India, forests are being cleared and developers are being given

the right to pave over natural water bodies (Denton and Sengupta). It has even been 

predicted, that if these negative impacts on the environment are left unchecked, 

major cities all over the country including New Delhi and Chennai will run out of 
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water within the next decade. One key factor that can help counter these issues and 

support sustainable development and resource use is through quality environmental 

education. Environmental education can and should motivate and empower people 

to change their behaviors and take action towards sustainable development (Sauvé, 

1996). There is an urgent need for a better understanding of the environment and as 

such, there is a need for environmental education. Appropriate action is needed to 

improve the quality of the environment and aid in sustainable development (Gupta, 

2002). Although India has made significant progress in this area by developing 

curriculum standards and educational policies to promote environmental education 

in schools, educators face the challenge of how to adequately meet the needs of the 

vast school-age population, especially its rural communities (Sonowal, 2009).  

1.6.1 India’s Environmental Education Policy

The importance of the environment is not new to India, The Indian Constitution 

which came out in force in 1950, is one of the few constitutions in the world that 

explicitly makes environmental conservation a fundamental duty of all its citizen 

(S. Ravindranath, 2016). And yet, as mentioned, India still faces tremendous 

environmental problems. The Indian government has acknowledged this point 

stating in their India’s Vision 2020 that “Environmental issues will remain a serious 

concern in India” (Gupta, 2002, p. 93). Taking this awareness further and saying 

“for the future growth to be rapid and sustainable, it needs to be as resource-

efficient and environmentally benign as possible” (Gupta, 2002, p. 10). Appropriate 

action needs to be taken to meet this vision, and environmental education remains 

as one of the chief policies, aiming at improving environmental quality and aid in 
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sustainable development (Gupta, 2002). In a show of support towards this aim in 

2003 The Supreme Court of India, introduced environmental education, as a 

compulsory subject, into the formal education system. Causing a major shift in 

attitudes in the education system towards a stronger focus on environmental 

education in schools (S. Ravindranath, 2016; Sonowal, 2009).

This is not to say that environmental education was not taught in Indian 

schools prior to this Supreme Courts directive, it was, as far back as 1986 the 

national policy on education understood that “there is a paramount need to create a 

consciousness of the environment” (Ministry of Human Resource Development 

(MHRD), 1986 p. 23) However, it was fragmented and there was no standard 

definitive through the country (Sonowal, 2009). 

1.6.2 Challenges to Environmental Education in India

Some major challenges faced by environmental educators in India are the sheer 

size (3.287 million km² the 7th largest in the world) and the diversity of the country 

and its people. There are over 1.2 billion people in India with diverse cultures and 

languages. To help put this diversity into perspective with regards to language 

alone, India has 22 officially recognized languages plus roughly 33 officially 

recognized other languages and over 2000 dialects (S. Ravindranath, 2016). Even 

more challenging for teaching about environmental issues in India are the many 

different climates and diverse geography that characterizes the country. India is 

home to arid deserts in the west, alpine tundra and glaciers in the north, and humid 

tropical regions supporting rainforests in the southwest. Annual temperatures range 

from below 20°C in the northern Himalayas to above 28°C in the tropical 
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southwest. Nationalized curriculums and textbooks that include information about 

all of these diverse environments provide students opportunities to develop broad 

knowledge, but they fail to offer students rich accounts of the local flora and fauna 

and context-specific issues facing individuals in different regions of the country. In 

addition, while teachers could develop in-depth knowledge about their local biomes 

to support their teaching, it is not easy to learn about faraway regions never visited 

and not easily accessed due to economic and technological limitations for teachers 

and students in rural and poor areas. As a result, teachers are often asked to teach 

content about which they may have little first-hand experience themselves and 

maybe teaching content to students who have different linguistic and cultural 

backgrounds from themselves and their peers.

Additionally, India is a transitional society; meaning that it is a country 

undergoing rapid development. Parts of the country, such as the mega-cities of 

Mumbai and Delhi with more than 10 million people, are highly urbanized. 

However, the majority of the country is still extremely rural where people still 

typically engage in agriculture for work and basic sustenance. While India has one 

of the most advanced software industries in the world, there are also many have 

villages that are without basic infrastructures such as electricity or running water 

(Srinivasan & Karlan, 1997). Under-equipped government schools cater primarily 

to poorer students in rural and urban settings, but the students from more 

prosperous socioeconomic classes attend private schools with libraries and 

computers (Srinivasan & Karlan, 1997). In a country, this diverse, delivery of 

human services is very complex, particularly educational services. When factoring 

in all the above-mentioned dynamics it becomes even more complex. This is 
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partially problematic for efforts to expand environmental literacy because effective 

environmental education should be connected to students’ everyday lives. 

However, there is currently a lack of teaching and curriculum resources and teacher 

training programs devoted to the development of local, context-specific 

environmental education programming that accounts for students’ pre-existing 

knowledge/awareness/attitudes/ about the environment and students’ experiences 

with and understanding about their local environment and the roles they play in it.

Studies have shown that an increase in environmental knowledge alone is 

not enough to help students to develop pro-environmental behaviors, such as 

conserving energy, recycling, or reducing consumption. Education also needs to 

address situational factors that can have a strong influence on pro-environmental 

behaviors (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). For example, educators need to consider 

how students’ economic situation and culture may factor into how local resources 

are to be used or what options for recycling are accessible in a community. 

Furthermore, India, and many other transitional countries, lack not only relevant 

curriculum materials to support environmental education programs, but there are 

also inadequate materials resources (i.e., blackboards, textbooks, electricity) and 

few teachers have the adequate knowledge and appropriate training to teach 

environmental education (Siddiqui & Khan, 2015). As a result, it is difficult for 

environmental educators to make meaningful interventions under these kinds of 

circumstances. This is especially true in Indian government schools, which tend to 

be poorly funded and resourced, compared to private schools. 

Although India has made significant progress in promoting environmental 
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education and gives great importance to environmental education, the education 

system continues to face demanding challenges providing effective environmental 

education. Due to the complex and inter-disciplinarily nature of environmental 

education, it is not easy to teach, especially to those in rural areas. However, there 

is hope for environmental education in India, as Non-government organizations 

(NGOs) and community-based institutions, seeing the need for context-specific 

environmental education that is culturally relevant have started to rise and are 

working towards filling the gaps and improving environmental education especially 

in rural areas. 

1.7 NGOs and Environmental Education Efforts

Non-government organizations (NGOs) often use innovative approaches in India’s 

rural education system in an attempt to address environmental education issues. 

There are over 10 000 NGOs and community-based institutions all over India that 

are actively engaged in environment and development issues (S. Ravindranath, 

2016).  NGOs have done a lot of good especially with regards to environmental 

education in India (Sonowal, 2009), as often they are able to focus on grassroots 

projects and are able to focus extra attention on bottom-up approaches (Mundy & 

Murphy, 2001). By working with the local government departments, these NGOs 

help provide schools access to materials and support teachers, to expand students’ 

opportunities to engage in hands-on activities that can promote improved 

conceptual understanding (López-Garriga et al., 1997; M. J. Ravindranath, 2007). 

NGOs often have more freedom and resources available to help educate teachers in 

local schools to create modules and activities that offer students more context-
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specific learning experiences designed to better serve the communities in which 

they work (Slingsby & Barker, 2005). 

The Indian government has started “recognizing the contribution of NGOs 

at various levels in spreading environmental awareness” (S. Ravindranath, 2016, p. 

100) and as a result, has started working towards building partnerships between 

local governments and the local NGOs in an effort to improve environmental 

education. One such NGO that is partnering up the government schools in an 

attempt to improve environmental education in the area is in The Insect① situation 

in the Chirang District of Assam, India. However, NGOs simply partnering up with 

local schools is not enough. To be able the create context-specific environmental 

education curriculum that meets the needs of teachers and students that is culturally 

relevant in local communities, NGO workers need to understand the challenges 

faced by local school teachers and to understand students’ attitudes towards and 

knowledge about the environment.  

1.8 Study Aims and Objectives

This research seeks to support NGO workers in rural North East India by 

implementing a model for creating effective environmental education that takes 

into account a) local context, b) the needs and interests of students in middle 

schools, and c) the needs of the teachers as well as the NGO workers, who 

implement the environmental education in the area. It was my experience of 

working as an intern for The Insect (6 weeks, July-August 2018) that is the impetus 

for this research. As a participant-observer, I came to gain a better understanding of

                                                  
① The Insect is a pseudonym for the NGO where this research took place 
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the NGO as a whole and especially about the education work that they are 

undertaking. During my initial internship, I was involved in helping with the 

launch of their new education initiative called LEAP (learning ecosystem 

augmentation project) an expansion of the already established science program. 

Where the NGO sends its own trained education workers into schools to assist the 

teachers in the practical’s sections of the Science curriculum.  One of the newly 

introduced aspects of the upgraded programs is the addition of a new subject that 

they termed “conscious citizenry”. Where during regular school visits the NGO 

worker will spend one period focusing on cultural, environmental, and social 

awareness to help students to become more conscious citizens. Having worked 

closely with The Insect’s educational practitioners during my internship I 

developed strong relationships and was able to show my ability. As a result, the 

NGO asked me to help them develop the environmental education portion of their 

“conscious citizenry”. 

As an Educational Development researcher that also has content 

knowledge, having a Bachelor of Science with Honors in Ecology, Environment 

and Conservation, I am in a distinctive position to help with the environmental 

aspect of the conscious citizenry, as I offer a unique set of expertise as a research in 

the environmental education field. Nevertheless, as a development researcher, I 

understand when going into an already established education system in an attempt 

to improve the system I am aware that such initiatives are more successful when 

they are collaborative in nature. As Cook-Sather put it there is “something 

fundamentally amiss about building and rebuilding an entire system without 

consulting at any point those it is ostensibly designed to serve” (2002, p. 3). 
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Jagannathan took this idea even further by saying “A spirit of collaboration and 

partnership needs to be nurtured at district and sub-district levels with grass-root 

organizations…. different strategies and models, recognizing the particular 

strengths and characters of different NGOs, are required” (2001, p. 45). Therefore,

this research is designed to engage in field-based collaborative work with NGO 

workers as well as the local teachers though a new model (see figure 1.1). The 

model was designed to help develop a culturally relevant, context-specific 

environmental education using a field-based collaborative approach based on the 

theoretical concept by Gloria Ladson-Billings (1992) of culturally relevant 

pedagogy (CRP). 

Figure 1.2. Model design to create context-specific environmental education 

To do this, initial data were collected from middle school students (VIII) 

in six different schools, using targeted assessments designed to assess students on 

their 1) attitudes towards the environment, 2) perceptions about their local 

environment, and 3) broad environmental concerns. Results from student responses 

to these assessments allowed me to provide NGO educators and classroom teachers 

with real data about how their students experience the environment and what 

environmental education issues are important to them. Next, the baseline data 

Context 
Specific 

EE
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collected was used to engage local teachers as well as NGO workers to help 

identify the environmental themes that not only aligned to the local curriculum 

standards but also connects with the issues that the students identified as being of 

high significance based on their responses to the three tests. Building from this, 

NGO workers and teachers from partner schools were supported to consider 

students’ responses to assessments, local environmental issues, and situational 

factors that impact the lives of the local community to help better understand the 

local context and used in the teaching of environmental education in local schools. 

This served not only to give teachers a better understanding of how their students 

perceived the environment, but it also helped the NGO workers improve the quality 

of the education being delivered. 

1.9 Research Questions

This study examined the use of a field-based collaborative model to engage an 

environmental educator, NGO workers, and teachers to improve the quality of 

environmental education being taught in public schools in rural North East India by 

first exploring the environmental literacy of students in local schools and then 

supporting teachers and local NGO workers to use this information to design 

culturally relevant environmental education. This research facilitated the collection 

and analysis of data measuring students’ knowledge/awareness/attitudes, and 

understanding of the environment and environmental concerns and then 

disseminated the results to teachers and NGO workers so they could use this 

information to develop environmental education lessons that address the needs of 

the students in this study.
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To this end this research posed two questions and two sub-questions:  

1. How do students in the Chirang District of Assam India perceive the 

environment in which they live?

a. What are their attitudes towards the environment?

b. What are their biggest environmental concerns?

2. How do student’s understandings of the environment inform teachers and NGO 

workers in regards to environmental education? 
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CHAPTER 2. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

India is home to one of the oldest civilizations in the world and has been described 

as an amalgamation of several different cultures adapting, integrating, and 

changing over millennia. India has thousands of distinct cultures, so much so that 

the language, religion, music, architecture, and even food and customs differ 

widely from place to place within the country (Keay, 2011). For those working in 

India’s education sector who want to help improve the quality of education, need to 

recognize the country’s distinctly developed cultural communities and to also 

respect the different religions and faiths while still following India’s secular 

constitution (Drèze & Sen, 2013). Moreover, educators need to take into account 

the country’s persistent and often volatile mix of interracial and ethnic violence 

(Drèze & Sen, 2013). This is no easy task. One approach to education and 

educational research that could help address these many challenges is culturally 

relevant pedagogy.

2.1 Culturally Relevant Pedagogy

Societies are maintained when people follow certain agreed-upon rules for how to 

interact with others. These societal rules are made up of two components: cultural 

values and cultural norms. Cultural values are beliefs or feelings that are 

collectively shared by members of a society that reflect what makes individuals in a 

society comfortable. Cultural norms are expectations shared by those of the 

community concerning what is considered appropriate behavior in any given 

situation (Schwartz, 1999). These values and norms can differ from one culture to 
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another even within the same country. One example of differing cultural norms and 

beliefs is in regards to arrival and departure times, in some cultures adhering to a 

fixed schedule is vital where in others, time is considered to be more flexible. 

Cultural values and beliefs accepted by the mainstream of society are transmitted 

from adults to children through informal means and more formal means, such as 

the legal system or education system.

In areas like Assam in North East India, people from multiple different 

cultures are all living in close proximity to each other. Frequently in this region, 

teachers may find themselves teaching students who may have different cultural 

norms and beliefs than their teacher or their peers. Many of the teachers who work 

in government schools, especially in predominately rural areas, are from more 

affluent backgrounds than students whom they teach. Furthermore, when teachers 

come from the same rural areas where they teach, they will have had to leave their 

community to further their education and to become certified as a teacher. 

Generally, teacher education schools are located in cities where the teacher will 

have been exposed to a more diverse range of cultures, which could change their 

awareness about their own cultural norms and beliefs (S. Ravindranath 2016). This 

means that the majority of the teachers working in rural schools may have a 

different range of experiences than the students whom they teach. In order for 

successful teaching and learning to happen in these classroom contexts, there needs 

to be a mutual understanding of both the teachers’ and students’ respective cultures. 

One way to help better understand this situation is though culturally 

relevant pedagogy (CRP). CRP is the study of the relationship between teachers 
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and their students, where the cultural knowledge of the students is used to help to 

make classroom learning more relevant and meaningful (Gay, 2010).  

Culturally relevant pedagogy or culturally relevant teaching was first 

coined by Gloria Ladson-Billings who referred to culturally relevant teaching as

the teaching of opposition, based on the ideas of Freire from the 1970s, that not 

only recognizes but also celebrates the culture of the students. Ladson-Billings 

stated that culturally relevant pedagogy rests on three criteria or propositions 

including,

“a pedagogy of oppression not unlike critical pedagogy but 

specifically committed to collective, not merely individual, 

empowerment. Culturally relevant pedagogy rests on three criteria 

or propositions: (a) students must experience academic success; (b) 

students must develop and/or maintain cultural competence; and (c) 

students must develop a critical consciousness through which they 

challenge the current status quo of the social order” (1995a, p. 160).

Ladson-Billings argued that culturally relevant teaching is “the kind of teaching 

that is designed not merely to fit the school culture to the students' culture but also 

to use student culture as the basis for helping students understand themselves and 

others, structure social interactions, and conceptualize knowledge” (1992b, p. 314). 

Culturally relevant pedagogy at its core is student-centered, where the 

students’ cultural strengths are seen and encouraged to promote students’ learning 

and achievement as well as foster a sense of well-being.  At its essence, culturally 

relevant pedagogy is about minimizing the differences between teachers’ teaching 
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styles and students’ learning styles (Ladson-Billings, 1992a). It is based on the 

understanding that all students can learn and that making connections between their 

everyday life and school life can help create a more inclusive learning environment 

by challenging social norms. Since Landon-Billings first introduced the concept of 

culturally relevant pedagogy, many researchers have come to appreciate the 

importance of understanding the culture students bring into the classroom and 

recognize the need to draw from this knowledge in an effort to provide students 

with quality education (Brown-Jeffy & Cooper, 2011). Many scholars have even 

gone as far as to argue that culturally relevant pedagogy should become integrated 

into all teacher training programs (Gist, Jackson, Nightengale-Lee, & Allen, 2019). 

Culturally relevant pedagogy and environmental education have many 

things in common, and from my perspective, should go hand in hand. Both are 

student-centered, and both work towards more than simply drilling content 

knowledge into students. Both culturally relevant pedagogy and environmental 

education focus on empowering students by incorporating students’ background 

knowledge and experiences into everyday learning opportunities (Gorana & 

Kanaujia, 2016a; Ladson-Billings, 1992a).

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy and Environmental Education

The world is currently facing two major, rapid, challenges: globalization and 

environmental degradation (Blanchet-Cohen & Reilly, 2013). Incorporating

culturally relevant pedagogy approaches into an environmental education 

curriculum could be the answer to helping students face both of these challenges 

through a more holistic education that fosters students to be empowered and 
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prepares them to become global eco-citizens (Fien & Tilbury, 2002). 

Understanding and responding to environmental issues requires that students be 

able to understand how locally contextualized environmental, social, and economic 

concerns are connected to global issues. A culturally relevant pedagogical approach 

to developing and implementing environmental education could offer teachers and 

students a way to learn about and address local environmental issues by drawing 

from real-life experiences and knowledge and then learning how to apply this 

knowledge and experience to affect positive changes in local and global contexts.

Using culturally relevant pedagogy as a framework to improve 

environmental education requires not only building teacher knowledge and 

capacities but also providing the resources needed to go beyond formal classroom 

learning. Combing informal learning and the environment is not a new concept. An 

indigenous environmental educator, Running Grass (1994), argued that because 

every culture has a relationship with the natural world if we can go beyond 

classroom walls and draw upon these relationships for understanding and 

inspiration, we can create better environmental education outcomes for all. 

However, in order to do this, for students to feel that the space between their home 

life and school life is getting smaller, a collaboration between all the diverse actors 

in the community is needed. A recent study conducted by Blanchet-Cohen and 

Reilly found that when culturally relevant pedagogy was incorporated into an 

environmental education curriculum it helped to “enhance student learning and 

preparedness for the growing diversity in urban centers and the environmental 

crisis of the 21st century” and helped to “cultivate eco-citizens who live in 

harmony with each other and nature” (2013, p. 20). Another study conducted in 
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marginalized communities in Israel found that for environmental education to be 

fair, meaningful, and effective in reducing environmental inequalities and 

increasing environmental literacy, multiculturalism needs to be taken into account 

(Negev & Garb, 2014). In culturally and linguistically diverse educational contexts 

such as India, accounting for and the understanding of differences will require 

collaboration and input from representative individuals and groups with different 

kinds of knowledge and experience to affect positive changes in local and global 

contexts.

2.2 Non-government Organizations

Over the last few decades’ non-government organizations (NGOs) have taken a 

much more active role in all forms of international development, especially within 

education. Since the 1980s, when donor organizations first started to formally 

recognize the potential of NGO as agents for development, the number and size of 

NGOs have grown (Paul & Israel, 1991). NGOs can take a number of different 

shapes and forms and their characteristics are almost impossible to count it is hard 

to define what exactly characterizes an NGO. Nonetheless, as Paul and Israel state 

“NGOs exist to satisfy the residual unsatisfied demand for public goods in society” 

(1991, p.3) meaning that all NGOs do, to different extents, work towards the public 

good. 

For the purpose of this study, I focused on what is described as a traditional 

NGO. This refers to NGOs that are “committed to working toward economic, 

social or political development in developing countries” (Ulleberg, 2009, p. 12). 

More specifically, traditional educational orientated NGOs, those which 
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“pronominally work to fill the gaps in state-provided education” (Ulleberg, 2009, p. 

12). These types of NGOs attempt to work towards filling in the holes left in state-

run systems, that the governments cannot or do not fully address. Traditional NGOs, 

due to their often small scale, flexible and locally-based nature (Ulleberg, 2009), 

are often abler to fill in these gaps due in part to their, focus on grassroots projects. 

They tend to be able to focus extra attention on bottom-up approaches, instead of 

being top-down (Mundy & Murphy, 2001). They can focus on areas where the 

government is lacking, or unable to focus enough attention and resources, such as 

rural underdeveloped areas. Moreover, NGOs can often use more variable 

approaches to generate their own aid through fundraisers, donations, partnerships 

and such, resulting in better funding and resources (Paul & Israel, 1991). However, 

even though NGOs, predominately aim to do good, historically when NGOs, 

especially those related to development, have tried moving into new areas, their 

attempts to help have sometimes been very misguided (Fowler, 2000).   

NGOs in the Field

Many times outside organizations do not take into account what is happening, on 

the ground, in these impoverished regions they are trying to help. One well-

intentioned example took place in Somalia, where a well-intentioned, outside 

organization went in and taught girls who have never seen electricity before how to 

use an electric cooker and boys were given woodshop classes in a region where 

wood is limited and most construction is done with cement and metal (Heyneman, 

2003). If at any point someone had actually gone in and talked to the locals they 

would have learned that recourse that such as electricity and wood, were not 
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accusable. Meaning that as “outsiders” we cannot impose what we think is 

imperative, something that does not fit, onto another community and then expect 

them to grow (Fowler, 2000). As Easterly so wonderfully put “It doesn’t make 

sense to have the goal that your cow will win the Kentucky Derby”. (Easterly, 2007, 

p. 7). The Kentucky Derby is horse race; one cannot expect a cow to win a horse 

race, in the same way, we cannot expect to go into an area without understanding 

the nature of the race they are running. We need to match our expectations with 

their capabilities and not the other way around. 

Many NGOs are attempting just that, they are looking to involve 

themselves in programs that not only involve but also empower the local 

community (Haigh, 2006). In addition, we can see how private organizations have 

had a positive influence and are still influencing development education through 

NGO-led projects (Mundy & Murphy, 2001). One such NGO is the Eklavya 

Foundation, and Indian based NGO, that works in the field of education. Eklavya 

was one of the first NGOs in India to attempt to work with local government 

schools. The Eklavya programs worked with the local teachers, involving teachers 

at all levels by creating a network of trained teachers and developing a system for 

feedback and support to help teachers at all levels work towards better quality 

education (Jagannathan, 2001). 

Although NGOs are going positive work in many factors of society, they 

are not without criticism. Many times even when working with the local 

community, NGOs can still not fully comprehend what the local situations are, they 

bring in their own, often “western ideal” with them (Fowler, 2000). There is still a 
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great lack of understanding about the local context, and often NGOs are not able to 

create a true and meaningful space for developing partnerships and space for the 

locals into their projects. When working with local communities they tend to only 

listen to the needs of the community where they (the NGO) can show a positive 

changer rather than actually working towards helping the people that are in need 

(Park, Lee, & Cho, 2015). Moreover, many NGOs tend to overlook the larger 

context within which they are working, focusing only on the micro-level (Paul & 

Israel, 1991). Even when working at the local level, programs will be influenced by 

the global context. 

Within education, NGOs have the freedom and resources to educate 

highly trained staff and create an area-specific curriculum that can better serve the 

communities that they work within. However, as we can see for the above 

examples, with this freedom comes a responsibility to adapt to the local 

circumstances and not expect the locals to adapt to us. There is still much room for 

improvement, there is a need to find new ways of working with the locals and 

understanding their capabilities.

2.3 Field-based Collaboration  

In this research, a collaboration between an environmental educator, non-

government organization (NGO) workers, and teachers, instructing students about 

science and environmental education in local public schools in the north-east 

region of Assam, are a focus for examining the potential for taking a culturally 

relevant pedagogical approach to developing an environmental education program 

for students that accounts for their knowledge about and experiences with the 
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environment in their region. Culturally relevant pedagogy can more effectively be 

implemented by developing teams of educators with diverse knowledge and 

perspectives that all collaborate together. Likewise, culturally relevant pedagogy 

can help cultivate a more collaborative approach to education that empowers all of 

the main actors to work together towards a more fruitful association.  

One study that has incorporated a collaborative field-based framework 

successfully was Christina Siry (2011). This study showed how a field-based 

approach can help bring different perspectives and experiences within a classroom 

to light through collaborative reflection and discussion about teaching and learning. 

Siry (2011) supported pre- and in-service science teachers to engage in co-teaching 

and then to reflect on their shared teaching experiences in order for participants to 

examine their epistemological assumptions about science, teaching, and learners. 

One of the main outcomes of the study was the recognition that teacher education 

needs to support multi-perspectival approaches to learning how to teach so that 

new teachers can more fully embrace the complexity of what happens in 

classrooms. Though the present study does not use co-teaching as a model for 

implementing environmental education, the design of this research was informed 

by field-based co-teaching studies that argue the importance of creating 

opportunities for co-planning and collaboratively reflecting on teaching and 

learning when designing curriculum. In this study, the field-based collaboration 

design engages an environmental educator, NGO workers, and public school 

teachers in data collection, analysis, and discussion to learn about students’ pre-

existing knowledge/awareness/attitudes and experiences with the local environment 

and environmental concerns. The goal of this collaboration is to develop a locally 
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relevant environmental education program that not only meets the goals of the 

NGO, but that is relevant to the goals of the local teachers and takes into account 

the students’ knowledge and experiences. By engaging in shared discussion about 

students’ responses to several instruments designed to measure students’ 

perspectives about and experiences with the environment, this researcher seeks to 

support NGO workers to improve efforts to improve teachers’ capacity to 

implement environmental education activities that are relevant to students’ lives. 

There are several limitations when one sets out to do field-based 

collaborative research, including, the research can become very focused on a 

specific area or case. However, there are also strengths to working in the field, 

including the increased opportunities to access detailed data that can give a better 

understanding of local contexts that can be used to help uncover issues of 

importance that may not be immediately obvious (Creswell, 2013). One aspect of 

field-based collaboration that can be both good and bad simultaneously is the fact 

that the research can depend heavily on the development of a relationship between 

the researcher and the participants. Only when positive relationships are fostered 

over time, with trust and cooperation can a true collaboration occur (Nielsen, 2004). 

According to Barczak, Lassk, and Mulki, collaboration occurs when all involved 

“are encouraged to embrace change, offer differing viewpoints, and discuss 

problems openly leading to constructive collaboration and consensus” (2010, p. 3). 

This study sought to engage NGO workers and teachers in such a collaborative 

effort.

In the case of the model used for this study, there were three major actors 
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in the collaborative aspect, the local teachers, the NGO workers as well as myself, 

the environmental education/educational development researcher. In figure 2.1, we 

can see how this collaboration should work. While the NGO workers collected the

data from the students, me, as the researcher did the initial data analysis. I then 

shared the results with not only the teachers but also the NGO workers. Who then 

also shared their experience with each other. The NGO workers can then use the 

results generated from the collaboration process to create a context special 

environmental education that takes into account different cultural perspectives.  

Figure 2.1. Diagram showing the collaboration model used to connect NGO 
workers, teacher practitioners, and environmental education/educational 
development researcher

Understanding the students’ level of knowledge and their conceptualization of the 

environment, and knowing what the teachers and NGO workers themselves think is 

not enough. This type of model needs to also with the local context, from the actual 

region to understanding the state education system and what the teachers are 
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capable of doing, therefore, for environmental education to be effective it needs to 

be context-specific.

2.4 Context-specific Environmental Education

In order to develop a locally contextualized environmental education program for 

students, curriculum developers should be informed about situational factors in the 

region as well as be knowledgeable about local environmental issues. 

Unfortunately, there are currently few environmental education curriculum 

designers who have the knowledge necessary to design locally relevant programs 

that can be implemented in different regions of the country. A good example of the 

need to understand the local context can be seen, as mentioned previously, is the 

UNEP campaign slogan for World Environment Day 2008 ‘CO 2: Kick the Habit!’. 

For those living in rural India, where they have no access to running water, no 

toilets let alone electricity. What CO 2 habit should they kick? Would they even 

know which of their habits lead to higher CO 2 emissions? A slogan like this will 

have no connection to them and therefore have no effect on their behavior towards 

the environment (Gorana & Kanaujia, 2016b). 

As mention previously, environmental education has been incorporated 

into the Indian school curriculum since 2003 but does not have its own designated 

subject and is, therefore, most often integrated into other subjects such as Science 

(Sonowal, 2009). Therefore, to get a better understanding of where environmental 

education fits in the curriculum used in the Indian context, the NCERT (National 

Council of Educational Research and Training) Science textbook is a recourse. The 

current version of the textbook, which is produced by the NCERT, is based on the 
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National Curriculum Framework of 2005 and is used in all Central Board of 

Secondary Education schools (National Council of Educational Research and 

Training, 2005). Examining the current class VIII Science textbook being used in 

India, we can see that there are a number of chapters that related directly to 

environmental education such as; Chapter 1: Crop Production and Management, 

Chapter 7: Conservation of Plants and Animals, Chapter 15: Some Natural 

Phenomena and Chapter 18: Pollution of Air and Water, to name a few (NCERT, 

2018). From the textbook, we can see that the environment and environmental 

concerns are an essential part of the science curriculum. However, as discussed 

previously for effective environmental education to be enacted in schools, having a 

good grasp of the local content standards alone is not enough, the needs of the local 

teachers need to be taken into account.   

2.5 Needs of Teachers and Students

The major outcome of environmental education is environmental literacy, and part 

of environmental literacy is to educate students in a way that helps them to develop 

a positive attitude towards the environment (Roth, 1992). As it is believed that a 

positive attitude towards the environment, one that both appreciates and has 

empathy for environmental concerns, can inspire positive changes in behavior 

towards the environment and sustainable development (Eilam & Trop, 2012). In 

order for this to be achieved, environmental education needs to work on students’ 

consciousness and that can only be done through positive channels of 

communication and not when information is forced upon students (Freire, 1970).

For positive communication, the knowledge being shared needs to be 
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relevant to those being taught. Thus, teachers need to have an understanding of not 

only the student’s cultural knowledge (Ladson-Billings, 1995a) but moreover, how 

their students perceive the environment and what their attitudes and concerns for 

the environment are. So that the environmental education being enacted can have a 

more meaning and significant impact on students. However, simply understanding 

students’ needs is not enough to create an effective context-specific curriculum that 

is effective in changing students’ consciousness. The needs and capabilities of 

teachers also need to be taken into account. Teachers need to be equipped with the 

right set of tools to be able to understand their students and therefore create open 

and positive channels of communication. CRP is one approach to teaching that can 

benefit teachers in ways of creating these open and positive channels of 

communication.

Within the Indian education system, one of the major criticisms is the lack of 

teacher education that adequately reflects the needs of the teachers and the realities 

of the communities in which they work (M. J. Ravindranath, 2007). Teachers are 

often living and teaching in areas where they do not fully understand the 

sociocultural and economic factors influencing their students let alone the 

environmental factors. The training they receive is often not enough to fully repair 

them for the realities in which they will eventually teach. This lack of training, 

specifically CRP training, makes it increasingly difficult for teachers to connect 

their teaching to the local context (M. J. Ravindranath, 2007). With a subject matter 

as context-dependent as environmental education, it becomes increasingly more 

challenging for the teacher.
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Environmental education and specific environmental problems that relate to 

sustainability are complex “because of their uncertainty, contradictions in scientific 

knowledge and the lack of common norms and values that relate” (Varga, Kószó, 

Mayer, & Sleurs, 2007, p. 245). Meaning teachers have to not only have a strong 

understanding of environmental education in general but also of what is happening 

locally to teach environmental education successfully. The lack of adequate 

training results in teachers often feeling uncertain and insecure when it comes to 

enacting environmental education in the classroom. This means, not only are 

teachers requiring better training with regards to environmental education but also 

better understating of the local environmental context. This is why in the study a 

focus is on only students' voices but also teachers because “when teachers’ voices 

are neglected during this process of implementation this seems to magnify their 

uncertainty” (Varga et al., 2007, p. 245). 

One way to better understand the local environmental context in which they 

are teaching is for teachers to have a better understanding of the needs and interests 

of students, especially students’ attitudes, perceptions, and concerns about the 

environment. If teachers also have a better understanding of their students’ cultural 

needs, they will also be more confident in their teaching, which can lead to better 

quality education outcomes. For teachers to learn how to build relationships with 

students that allow for them to enact culturally relevant pedagogy, pre-serve 

teacher education programs need to spend more time having teachers learn about 

learners and educational contexts rather than focusing solely on learning content 

knowledge. While teachers need considerable content knowledge in environmental 

education studies to effectively deliver content, they also need to be able to educate 
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students in a way that helps students to develop a positive attitude towards the 

environment so they can become more environmentally literate (UNESCO, 1978). 

Studies have shown that knowledge is not enough to affect changes in behavior, 

however, students’ positive attitudes towards the environment can inspire positive 

changes in their behavior towards the environment which can lead to sustainable 

development (Eilam & Trop, 2012).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview of the Research Methods 

To answer the research questions this study was a two-phase mixed methods study, 

see Figure 1 for the basic flow of the research. The initial phase of the 

Figure 3.1. Flow diagram showing an overview of the research methodology

research, Phase I, encompassed an on-site internship. Whereas part of my regular 

duties I came to gain a better understanding of the capabilities of the local NGO, 

local teachers and the recourse availed to them. From this, I was able to research 

and design a model for creating a locally relative environmental education that is 

based on collaboration.

Phase II comprised of students’ base-line data collection and 

collaborations with NGO workers and teachers. The students’ data was 

collected using a specially designed set of assessments intended to test 

students’ understanding, awareness and concerns about the environment to 

obtain a baseline account. Following the baseline data collection, interviews 

Phase I

·Internship at NGO

·Assessments Design
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with teachers and NGO workers were conducted to gain a better 

understanding of student’s responses from a local context. In this study, a 

combination of both quantitative and qualitative tools, table 3.1, the research 

matrix, shows which tool will be used to answer each respective research question.  

3.2 Study Setting

The study took place in the Chirang District of Bodoland in lower Assam, North 

East India, in collaboration with a local NGO, The Insect. The Insect works

Table 3.1. Research matric showing the tools that will be used to answer the 
research questions

Research Tool

Research Questions Base-line Test Collaboration

1 2 3

1. How do students in the 
Chirang District of 
Assam India perceive 
the environment in 
which they live?

a. What are their attitudes 
towards the 
environment?

b. What are their biggest 
environmental 
concerns?

DAET EAAM Card Sorting X

2. How do student’s 
understandings of the 
environment inform 
teachers and NGO 
workers in regards to 
environmental 
education?

X X X
Interviews

and observations
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directly with the local government in an attempt to improve the quality of 

education in the public schools of the Chirang district, through their LEAP 

(Learning environment argumentation project) education program, The Insect,

works directly with the local government schools. Partnering with the local middle 

schools, the NGO provides not only science and math training for the teacher but 

moreover, by sending their own educational workers to the schools to provide 

conscious citizenry education on a weekly basis.

Figure 3.2. Map of Assam, showing the position of Assam within India as well as 
specifying the district of Chirang (MapofIndia, 2019)

Assam is a landlocked state located in the northeast of India with an area 

of 78,438 sq.km (figure 3.2). Agriculture is the main occupation with nearly 75-80% 

of the workforce engaged in direct farming or spin-off activities related to it, cash 

crops like tea, jute, and bamboo, While Assam is world-famous for its tea, the state 
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also grows important crops such as rice, sugarcane, cotton and mustard for 

domestic consumption. With a history dating back to 9th - 10th century AD, Assam 

has seen a number of kingdoms, which has encouraged many cultures and 

traditions to seep in. The culture of Assam is traditionally a hybrid one, developed 

due to cultural assimilation of different ethnocultural groups under various 

political-economic systems throughout the different periods of history.

Different ethnic communities within Assam speak around 45 different 

languages. However, the principal language of the state is Assamese, which is 

regarded as the lingua franca of the entire northeast India. Chirang district, where 

this study took place, it situated in Bodoland, officially the Bodoland Territorial 

Area Districts, which is an autonomous region in the state of Assam where the 

official language is Bodo. Consequence, in the Chirang district (as well as the other 

districts in Bodoland), has two official languages; Assamese and Bodo, resulting in 

all government schools in the area being either, Assamese, Bodo or dual-language 

schools. However, as these are not the only mother-tongue languages spoken it the 

area, those who are not native Assamese or Bodo, much choose between the two 

options. Most commonly, Bodo students will go to the Bodo schools and all others 

will attend the Assamese schools. 

3.3 Study Participants

All schools that participated in this study were partner schools, working with the 

NGO as part of their LEAP program. A total of 6 schools were visited; two Bodo, 

two Assamese and two dual languages (Bodo and Assumes) schools. All class VIII 

(8th grade) students in each school participated in this study. All government 
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schools, in this district, only have 1 class per grade (regardless of the number of 

students) with the exception of dual-language schools where there is one class per 

grade, per language. This resulted in 8 classes were data was collected, a total of 

277 students, table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. List of the schools and the number of students’ that 
participated in the study 

School Name Number of students’ per class

Assamese Bodo

Amteka
X 38

Bhabanipur
29 18

Hasrawbari
44 X

Kajalgain
20 45

Mongolian
X 46

Tulshijhora
37 X

Total
130 147

All Students
277

During the collaborative aspect of the study, a total of five semi-structured 

interviews were conducted, 4 local teachers volunteered to be interviews and 1 

NGO worker, see table 3.3 for further details regarding the interviewees. All 

interviews were on a purely volunteering bases, as a result, there was no way to 

balance the interviewee demographics. 

Table 3.3: List of interviewees and their respective subjects, 
schools, and language of instruction.

Gender Subject School Language
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Teacher A Male Science Kajalgain Assamese

Teacher B Female English Kajalgain Bodo

Teacher C Female Science Hasrawbari Assamese

Teacher D Male Math Bhabanipur Bodo

NGO A Male Kajalgain, 
Bhabanipur, 
Mongolian, 
Amteka

Bodo

3.4 Mixed-Method 

Mixed methods research is an approach to research that comprises collecting, 

analyzing and incorporating both quantitative and qualitative research (Shorten & 

Smith, 2017). The methodology is used when the mixing of approaches delivers a 

more in-depth understanding of the research problem. This study is a multi-phased 

mixed-methods student with an explanatory sequential design (Subedi, 2016) in 

which data collected and analyzed in one phase is incorporated in sequential phases 

of data collection and analysis. In the first phase of this study, quantitative data 

were collected and analyzed, followed by a subsequent collection and analysis of 

qualitative data (see figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3. Visual representation of explanatory sequential design (adapted from 
Subedi, 2016) 

As with all explanatory sequential designed, mixed-method studies the 

second, qualitative phase, of this study was designed to connect to the results of the 

first quantitative phase (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2017). By first collecting the 

quantitative data the researcher can gain a general picture of the research problem, 

then collecting qualitative data can help to refine, explain or elaborate on the 

general picture (Subedi, 2016). This study utilized this design because there was a 

need to first measure students’ perceptions about environmental issues to better 

understand the challenges facing the NGO workers and teachers who wanted to 

develop and implement an environmental education program that would be 

relevant to these specific learners. In Phase II of the study, qualitative data in the 

form of interviews with NGO workers and teachers were conducted to help explain 

Quantitative 
data 

collection

Quantitative 
data analysis 
and results

Qualitative 
data 

collection

Qualitative 
data analysis 
and results

Interpretation
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and expand the interpretation of student responses in Phase I of the study.  

3.5 Research design and Data Collection (Phase I)

During my time working at The Insect as an intern in their education programs I 

gained a better understanding of the day-to-day operations of the NGO as well as 

an understanding of their programs and how they function. Moreover, I came to 

understand some of the challenges the teachers face after working closely with 

them during numerous teacher training events, as well as after a number of school 

visits. This helped me gain a better understanding of the capabilities of both the 

NGO and the teachers, therefore when asked by the NGO to help improve the 

quality of their environmental education I accepted. During my internship photo 

documentation, field notes, and documents generated as part of daily work were all 

recorded as well as a daily field dairy was taken and observation notes during all 

teachers' training and school visits were kept. This was done so I could keep track 

of all that I had seen and learned while in the field and to help me gain a better 

understanding of the in-field situations. After the internship ended, I returned to 

Korea and began research to design the model (figure 2.1). Over the next 8 months,

Phase II was researched and planned. Most importantly, I kept up to date with the 

Ngo's goings-on, as well as updated the NGO on my progress through a series of 

emails, video calls and messages. 
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3.6 Research Design and Data Collection (Phase II)

3.6.1 Students Baseline Data

In order to identify students’ understanding, awareness and concerns about the 

environment data were collected on middle student’s perceptions about the 

environment and environmental problems. This data was collected as part of an 

environmental education assessment designed to have students think about their 

personal attitudes towards the environment and to consider what environmental 

concerns they face in their local contexts. The NGO worker assigned to that school, 

as part of their regular visits conducted these assessments during regular class time.  

During this regular class time, students completed three assessments, 1) Draw-an-

Environment Test (DAET), 2) Environmental Awareness Ability measure (EAAM) 

and 3) card sorting activity to rank environmental concerns. The first activity, 

DAET was an individual activity whereas the second two activates were done in 

groups. The assessments did not test or measure students’ knowledge, they did, 

however, give students the chance to discuss and think about their own 

environment and to identify issues of concern

Prior to the students’ data collection, the NGO workers who would be 

conducting the assessments participated in a workshop to introduce them to the 

study as a whole and more precisely to the three assessments. The start of the 

workshop included an introduction of the researcher as well as a brief background 

to the study. Then a detailed explanation of the assessments, as well as an 

explanation as to why each assessment was being used. Furthermore, as part of the 

workshop, the NGO workers themselves partook in each activity so that they have 
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a better understanding of what was expected of the students and how they could 

manage the assessments. The workshop was used to limit any misunderstanding 

that may arrive due to the tasks. In addition, during the workshop, all questions and 

instructions were translated into the language of instruction (either Bodo or 

Assamese) and crosschecked to limit any uncertainty or misinterpretations that 

might skew the data collected. 

Three assessment instruments were used as part of regular classroom 

activities to generate data for analysis. These instruments have all been used and 

reported in other environmental education research. These instruments were used to 

gather information about student’s perspectives about the environment, to measure 

students’ environmental awareness and attitudes, and to identify students’

consciousness about local environmental concerns.

Instrument 1: “Draw-an-Environment Test” (DAET) (Shepardson, Wee, 
Priddy, & Harbor, 2007)

Students were given a worksheet (see figure 3.4) and requested to draw a picture of 

the ‘environment’ in any form they imagine the environment. Students were also 

encouraged to write a short explanation of the drawing. The student’s drawings 

were used as a tool to assess scientific conceptual knowledge, observational skills, 

reasoning abilities, attitudes and perceptions (Assaraf & Orion, 2010). The use of 

drawings as representations of personal mental models is one method of analyzing 

personal beliefs as such, the students’ drawings of the ‘environment’ were used as 

conceptual representations of their understanding of what an environment is and 

represent their individual mental models (Shepardson et al., 2007).  
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Figure 3.4. Draw-an-Environment worksheet given to students (adapted from 
Shepardson et al. 2007)

Instrument 2: Environmental Awareness Ability Measure (EAAM) 
(adapted from Dr. Parveen Jha’s 2008 tool) 

   

The students were put into groups and each group was given a set of 4 cards; 1-

strongly disagree, 2-disagree, 3-agree, 4-strongly agree and asked a set of 10 

statements (see table 3.4). Each group showed their level of agreement towards 

different environment statements. This test will help determine students’ awareness 

of the environment as well as give more information with regards to how they see 

the environment as well as their environmental knowledge/awareness/attitudes and

pro-environmental behavior.
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Table 3.4. Table showing the10 statements used for the Environmental Awareness 
Ability Measure (EAAM) (adapted from Dr. Parveen Jha’s 2008 tool)

# Statements

1 Humans are responsible for environmental pollution

2 Pollution is more in developing counties than in developed countries

3 Smoking in public places should be strictly prohibited

4 Increasing population is the main cause of environmental pollution

5
The green-house effect is responsible for the increase of temperature of 
the biosphere

6 All should take an active part in community cleanliness drives

7
Protection of rare animals like, leopard, rhino and Kashmiri stag is 
essential

8 Fumes emitted from vehicles and factories are responsible for acid-rain

9 Unpolluted water is essential for life

10 Increase in Greenhouse gas is a great danger to the world community

Instrument 3: Card Sorting activity to rank student environmental 
concerns

In the same groups as the previous task, each group was given a set of cards (see 

figure 3.5) portraying environmental issues in India. The student then ranked each 

concern from the highest priority concern to lowest concern. This ranking activity 

will help with understanding what students perceive as being the highest priority 

environmental concern which will aid in better recognize their understanding, 

beliefs, awareness and pro-environmental behavior. 
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Figure 3.5. Environmental concerns card sorting cards

3.6.2 Collaboration

Using the findings generated from analyzing each of the three assessments, 

teachers from schools partnering with the NGO were interviewed to a) learn about 

and discuss general trends extracted from analysis of students’ responses on all 

three assessments, b) to evaluate these findings in comparison to local curriculum 

standards in order to identify themes for developing a curriculum that aligns to the 

standards and reflects the issues students identified as being important. In addition, 

teachers were invited to share their past experiences implementing the local 

environmental education curriculum and to highlight which of the standards and 

students’ concerns they believe would be most valuable for addressing through a 

newly designed environmental education program to be implemented by NGO 

educators at the partner schools.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with four teachers and one 
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NGO worker to better understand the teachers’ perceptions about environmental 

education and the environmental education curricula.  The interviews were 

developed and structured around 5 categories: general environmental education, 

environmental education curriculum, students’ base-line results, the model and 

future partnerships. 

Table 3.5. Categories and interview questions for teachers and NGO worker 
interviews

Interview Category Example of questions

General Environmental Education
What is your opinion on Environmental 
Education (environmental education ) in 
general?

Environmental Education Curriculum
What do you think about Environmental 
Education being part of the middle 
school curriculum?

Students Baseline Results
Based on the students’ results, what do 
you think?

This study model

Do you think this type of study (testing 
students first than speaking to teachers) 
is helpful to you as a teacher?

Future Partnerships
What do you think about government 
schools working with NGOs like The 
Insect?

Table 3.5 shows the questions categories as well as examples of questions that were 

discussed in all five of the interviews Each category had questions sought to 

understand the teachers’ perceptions of environmental education as well as their 

understanding of students’ base-line results. 
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3.7 Description of Data Analyses

3.7.1 Students Baseline Tests

In all three cases, statistical data was generated using SPSS (IBM, 2017). 

Descriptive statistics were generated to summarizes the main features of each set of 

data collected. 

Instrument 1: “Draw-an-Environment Test” (DAET) (Shepardson et al., 
2007)

The students’ drawings of different elements in their environment were coded and 

then classified into one of the four different mental models (see table 3.6) based on 

Shepardson et al. (2007). 

Table 3.6. List of the four mental models and their descriptions based on 
Shepardson et al. 2007.

Description of Mental Model

Mental Model 1 Natural State; a natural area where only plants and animals 
(no humans) are found

Mental Model 2 Life supporting; similar to Mental Model 1 but with the 
addition of humans i.e. has plants, animals and humans 
altogether

Mental Model 3 Human-altered; similar to Mental Model 2 but with 
moderations made by humans, i.e. includes plants, animals, 
and humans and is impacted by humans

Mental Model 4 Harmonious state; similar to Mental Model 2 but where 
humans live in harmony with other organisms

These mental models are descriptions of how people perceive the environment, 

based on their inclusion or exclusion of different elements, such as humans, plants, 
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animals, and man-made structures.

It is important to note that Mental models are not a continuum; students 

are not expected to progress from one mental model to the next. They represent 

students’ understanding of the environment, how they conceptualize it, what they 

think they know about the environment. The students’ drawings and descriptions of 

an ‘environment’ were used as conceptual representations of their understanding of 

what an environment is and represents their individual mental models (Shepardson 

et al., 2007).  In cases where the drawing alone could not be easily classified into a 

mental model, the written description was used to help clarify. However, the main 

focus was on the drawings themselves. 

As students in different schools experienced different languages of 

instruction, the relationship between the language of instruction and the mental 

models were also compared using a chi-squared test to determine if there was a 

statistically significant relationship between these two variables. For example, 

students in Bhabanipur schools mainly speak the Bodo language and students in 

Hasrawbari schools mainly speak the Assamese language. These students’ 

languages represent different ethnic and religious minority groups living in the 

Assam region. This analysis was conducted because language differences can also 

reflect cultural, social, and historical differences in lived experiences which could 

be reflected in students’ drawings of the environment.
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Instrument 2: Environmental Awareness Ability Measure (EAAM) 
(adapted from Dr. Parveen Jha’s 2008 EAAM) 

This instrument was used to measure the environmental awareness of students. The 

10 items on this instrument were constructed based on the following dimensions;

environment as a whole, causes of pollution, conservation of the environment and 

animals, humans-environment interactions and energy conservation. The 

instrument measures responses using a 4-point Likert scale where responses were 

assigned values of 1-strongly disagree, 2-disagree, 3-agree, 4-strongly agree. 

Strongly disagree implies that the issue in the statement is not important 

whatsoever, disagree implies the issue in the statement is not very important, 3 

implies the importance of the issue is recognized, and 4 implies the importance of 

the issue is recognized as crucial (Goldman, Assaraf, & Shaharabani, 2013). 

Response frequencies along with assigned values for each statement were tabulated 

on a master sheet. Then total scores for each statement were calculated to 

determine the response frequency for reach statement. 

Response frequencies along with assigned values for each statement were 

tabulated on a master sheet. Then total scores for each statement were calculated to 

determine the response frequency for reach statement. The data were then 

compared based on the language of instruction and gender. An independent t-test 

was used to determine if the two groups (Bodo and Assamese, and girls and boys) 

were statistically different from each other, and if so, whether those differences 

were meaningful.
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Instrument 3: Card Sorting activity to rank student environmental 
concerns 

After students sorted the cards, all responses were photographed and recorded on a 

data collection sheet. The responses were analyzed and assigned a value based on a 

Likert scale where the highest concern was given the lowest rank score (1) and the 

lowest concern the highest rank score (10). Response frequencies, along with 

assigned values for each statement, were tabulated on a master data collection sheet. 

Then the overall ranking of student concerns was determined to identify what these 

students understood to be the most pressing environmental concern and the least 

pressing environmental concern. 

As with the EAAM, the data were then compared based language of 

instruction and gender. An independent t-test was used to determine if the two 

groups (Bodo and Assamese, and girls and boys) were statistically different from 

each other, and if so, whether those differences were meaningful.

3.7.2 Interview Analyses 

All interviews were recorded, voice only, with the permission of the interviewees. 

Next, all interviews were transcribed verbatim and all interviewees were given 

pseudonyms to protect their anonymity. Subsequently, the transcribed interviews 

were then coded into manageable units and then analyzed to determine the main 

ideas and common themes (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Two different stages of 

coding were done, the initial coding was done based on the five predetermined 

interview categories; general environmental education, environmental education 

curriculum, students' baseline results, this study model and future partnerships. 
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Inductive coding was then conducted to determine emergent themes and ideas. 

Some of the emergent codes aligned with the initial coding but also some new 

ideas and theses did emerge.  

3.8 Ethical Considerations

Researchers coming in from outside a community and seeking to do field-based 

research using a culturally relevant pedagogical approach requires building a 

rapport with participants, in this case, not only the NGO workers but also teachers 

and students. In order to build a high level of trust with the participants, I needed to 

establish myself as someone who wanted to learn from and contribute to the 

community. I began my work by volunteering for six weeks with the NGO. During 

this time, while living at working at The Insect as an intern, I was able to build a 

strong trust-filled, working relationship with the NGO workers. Furthermore, I was 

also able to build relationships with the local teachers during the many teacher 

training sessions attended as part of my duties working with The Insect. During site 

visits to the schools, students came to be familiar with me as well. 

After volunteering, I approached the NGO leaders and teachers to ask 

them to join me in the field-based collaborative research effort. Because we had 

built relationships and because I had given my time and efforts to the community, 

the NGO workers and teachers agreed to learn more about my research plan to help 

provide important data from students that could be used by the NGO and teachers 

to improve their environmental education curriculum designs in the future. 

After 8 months, during which time we exchanged emails and engaged in 

some video meetings, I returned to the NGO to volunteer my time and to introduce 
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and implement our collaborative research design plan.  

3.8.1 Institutional Review Board

Prior to any data collection, ethical approval was obtained from Seoul National 

University’s internal review board, IRB No. 1903/003-007. At no time was any 

personal information taken and recorded from students, teachers or NGO workers. 

The NGO workers conducted the assessments during regular visits to the schools. 

Parental consent was given by parents/guardians of students to allow us to engage 

the students the data collection activities in which the students 1) drew the 

environment, 2) responded to 10 item statements about the environment, and 3) 

sorted cards about the environmental issues based on their concern about the issue. 

The NGO also has its own ethical code of conduct and all who work directly with 

students in schools must complete a child safety seminar before going into the 

schools and conducting interventions. 

Additionally, during interviews, both a written and an oral explanation of the study 

was given before starting the interview. The information on the first page of the 

written consent form gave interviewees information about a) identity of the 

researcher, b) contact details, c) the reason for conducting the interview, and d) 

how the data would be used. As a rule, no items (other than those relating to the 

consent process) required a response. Students and interviewees were informed that 

they were under no obligation to participate in the classroom activities or the semi-

structured interviews and that, if at any time they decided not to participate, they 

could end the activities or the interview with no negative consequences.
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3.8.2 Research design limitations

One of the major limitations of this study design was the fact that the main medium 

of communication for this study was English. While the teachers and NGO workers 

were all accustomed to and comfortable with using English, the students, however, 

were no. This meant that all activities had to be translated into the language of 

instruction (either Bodo or Assamese) of the school. To minimize any 

mistranslation or misinterpretations between myself, the researcher and the NGO 

workers a pre-school visit workshop was conducted with the NGO workers who 

would be going into the school and conducting the activates. All questions and 

instructions for the three assessment instruments were initially translated into the 

language of instruction (either Bodo or Assamese) by the NGO workers and then 

crosschecked by local teacher’s volunteers. This was used to limit any uncertainty 

or misinterpretations that might skew the data collected.
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CHAPTER 4. STUDENTS’ BASELINE RESULTS 

This chapter is focused on the students’ baseline data and will use the data 

collected to address question 1; How do middle school students in the Chirang 

District of Assam India perceive the environment in which they live? what are their 

biggest environmental concerns and what are their attitudes towards the 

environment? The students’ base-line data was used to determine how students 

perceive the environment in which they live, what their biggest concerns are and 

what are their attitudes towards the environment. This was done using 3 tools; 

draw-an environment test (DAET), environmental awareness ability 

measure (EAAM) and environmental concerns card sorting. 

4.1 Draw-an Environment Test (DAET)

First, all students’ drawings of the environment were coded based on what objects 

were present in the drawing such as trees, houses, rivers, people, etc. Based on 

these codes all drawings were designated a mental model.  In certain cases, where 

some clarification was needed due to ambiguity in the drawings, the students'

writing was taken into account. However, as the main purpose of the activity was to 

the draw-an   environment the drawing itself was the main focus, and the writing 

was only used for clarification. 

A total of 277 students participated in this study, resulting in a total of 277 

drawings produced for analysis. Out of the 277 drawings 3 were deemed invalid, 

leaving 274 valid drawings. These 3 drawings were classified as invalid because 

they had no biotic (living) elements portrayed, no flora or fauna and no humans.  
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Interestingly, all three of the invalid drawings depicted, an image of the Indian 

national flag, as seen in figure 4.1.  

Figure 4.1. Example of an invalid drawing. 

The 274 valid drawings were then classified into one of the four mental models 

(MM) described by Shepard et al. (2007) (see table 4.1)

Table 4.1. List of the four mental models and their descriptions based on 
Shepardson et al. 2007.

Description of Mental Model

Mental Model 1 Natural State; a natural area where only plants and animals (no 
humans) are found

Mental Model 2 Life supporting; similar to Mental Model 1 but with the 
addition of humans i.e. has plants, animals and humans 
altogether

Mental Model 3 Human-altered; similar to Mental Model 2 but with 
moderations made by humans, i.e. includes plants, animals, 
and humans and is impacted by humans

Mental Model 4 Harmonious state; similar to Mental Model 2 but where 
humans live in harmony with other organisms
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In figure 4.2 are examples of students’ drawings that were designated 

mental model 1: nature state. These drawings had no humans or human 

modifications, they are purely a place where animals and plants live. 

Figure 4:2. Examples of mental model 1: nature state

The next mental model, mental model 2: life-supporting was designated to 

drawings that showed nature supporting life, such as the examples given in figure 

4.3. In the examples given it can be seen that trees give oxygen (O2), which is 

needed for life.   

Figure 4.3. Examples of mental model 2: life supporting

Model 3: Human-altered, was designated to all drawings where humans 
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were seen to have modified the environment see figure 4.4 for examples. This 

modification could be either human activities such as cutting down trees or 

planting crops, or buildings or structures such as houses, bridges or factories. 

Figure 4.4. Examples of mental model 3: human-altered

The final mental model, model 4: harmonious state was classified to 

drawings where humans, plants, and animals were depicted living together, see 

figure 4.5 for an example.  
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Figure 4.5. Example of mental model 4: harmonious state

The table below, table 4.2, illustrates the breakdown of students’ mental 

models. What stands out is that mental model 3: human-altered, was portrayed in 

students’ drawings the greatest number of times, 62.5%. The next highest was 

mental model 1: nature state at 30.3%, followed by mental model 2 life-supporting 

and mental model 4: harmonious state; 4.7% and 1.4% respectively.  

Table 4.2. Frequency and percentages of students mental models

Mental Model Frequency Percentage

Mental Model 1: Natural State 84 30.3%

Mental Model 2: Life-supporting 13 4.7%

Mental Model 3: Human-altered 173 62.5%

Mental Model 4: Harmonious state 4 1.4%

Invalid Responses 3 1.1%

Total 277 100%
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If we breakdown the drawings further into the major elements drawn 

(table 4.3) we can see that almost all (96%) of the students’ drawings had some 

type of flora (trees, grass, flowers, etc.). Remarkably, only 42% of the drawings 

depicted fauna (birds, cows, elephants, etc.), of some type. Buildings were depicted 

58.5% and environmentally unfriendly elements were drawn only 6.5%.

Table 4.3. Frequency and percentages of common elements found in students’ drawings 
of the environment

Elements Frequency Percentage

Flora 266 96%

Fauna 115 42%

Buildings 162 58.5%

Environmentally Unfriendly 18 6.5%

If we break these results down by school (see figure 4.6), what is striking 

about the figures is that while MM3 (human-altered) is the highest MM represented 

in most schools, Tulshijhora in an exception, where MM1 (natural state) was 

pointedly higher than the other MMs. Likewise, it is interesting to note that only at 

1 school, Kajalgaon, were all four MM distinguished. Furthermore, at Bhabanipur, 

there was a 50-50 slip between MM1 (natural state) and MM3 (human-altered). 

Amteka and Mongolian both show similar results where only MM1 (natural state) 

and MM3 (human-altered) were produced and in both cases MM3 (human-altered) 

was observed more. 
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Figure 4.6. Bar graph showing the distributions of mental models based on 
schools

To better address the issue of culturally relevant pedagogy, student 

responses were analyzed based on the language of instruction and gender to see if 

these were important factors influencing students’ knowledge/awareness/attitudes 

about the environment. The government schools in this region divide students and 

classes based on language so that even in dual language schools, students were 

instructed in separate classrooms where teachers used either Assamese or Bodo. 

The analysis showed there was a very significant association between the language 

of instruction and students’ drawings of the environment. Students’ drawings 

revealed differences in mental models based on language. A chi-square test of 

independence was performed to examine the relation between the language of 

instruction and the mental model represented. The relation between these variables 

was significant, X2 (3, N = 274) = 28,714, p >.025. 
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Figure 4.7. Bar graph showing the distributions of mental models based on the language 
of instruction

What stands out in the fact that only in the Assamese language schools was MM2 

(life-supporting) found and only in the Bodo language schools was MM4 

(harmonious state) found. (see figure 4.7). Moreover, a higher percentage of MM3 

was found from the Bodo students than the Assamese students.

4.2 Environmental Awareness Ability Measure (EAAM)

Turning next to the students’ awareness of the environment (see table 4.4), if we 

look at the overall results, in the majority of statements, 9 out of 10, students 

agreed or strongly agreed. Strongly agreeing the most often, 6 out of 10 times. The 

only statement that students disagreed with was number 2; “Pollution is more in 

developing counties than in developed countries”. This indicates that students, 

generally, have a good awareness of the environment. 
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Table 4.4. Frequency and percentages of response to each of the 10 questions of the EAAM. Highlighting which answer garnered the 
highest response for each question

Statement Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

1. Humans are responsible for environmental 
pollution

4 (8.3%) 0 27 (56.3%) 17 (35.4%)

2. Pollution is more in developing counties than in 
developed countries

8 (16.7%) 17 (35.4%) 8 (16.7%) 15 (31.3%)

3. Smoking in public places should be strictly 
prohibited

6 (12.5%) 4 (8.3%) 3 (6.3%) 35 (72.9%)

4. Increasing population is the main cause of 
environmental pollution

2 (4.2%) 3 (6.3%) 26 (54.2%) 17 (35.4%)

5. The green-house effect is responsible for the 
increase of temperature of the biosphere

6 (12.5%) 14 (29.%2) 11 (22.9%) 17 (35.4%)

6. All should take an active part in community 
cleanliness drives

1 (2.1%) 0 9(18.8%) 38 (79.2%)

7. Protection of rare animals like, leopard, rhino 
and Kashmiri stag is essential

0 3 (6.3%) 12 (25%) 33 (68.8%)

8. Fumes emitted from vehicles and factories is 
responsible for acid-rain

12 (25%) 9 (18.8%) 21 (43.8%) 6 (12.5%)

9. Unpolluted water is essential for life 0 2 (4.2%) 13 (27.1%) 33 (68.8%)

10. Increase in Greenhouse gas is a great danger to 
the world community

2 (4.2%) 8 (16.7%) 8 (16.7%) 30 62.5%)
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The data were then compared based on the language of instruction and 

gender. It was found that with regards to gender, there were no significant 

differences when an independent t-test was conducted (t (46) p< 0.25). However, 

when the independent t-test was conducted comparing differences based on the 

language of instruction, there were two very significant differences. For both 

statement 3: Smoking in public places should be strictly prohibited, and statement 

10: Increase in Greenhouse gas is a great danger to the world community, it was 

found that a significantly high number of Assamese students disagreed or strongly 

disagreed with both statements; statement 3 (t (46) = 2.686, p=.011) and statement 

10:(t (46) = 3.521 p=.001) when compared to their Bodo counterparts. 

4.3 Environmental Concerns Card Sorting

In the final part of the students’ data collection, students were asked to rank 

10 environmental concerns ( see figure 4.8). 

Figure 4.8. The complete ranking of students environmental concerns 

Overpopulation, solid waste and noise pollution were ranked as the three concerns 
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of least concern. When the results were compared using an independent-samples t-

test, based on by language of instruction and gender no significant differences were 

found (t (46) p< 0.25).  

4.4 Field Observations

As part of the data that was collected throughout the duration of this study, during 

both my initial visit to The Insect as an intern and my subsequent stay while 

conduction data collection, were my own participant observations. Though field 

notes, a daily field diary as well as photographic evidence I observed the local 

condition in which many of the participants of my study observe every day.  The 

single most striking observation to emerge from my time in Chirang was the 

amount of litter (solid waste) that I was all everywhere. Three different examples 

of places that I was surprised to see trash were, outside a local village store (figure 

4.8), in front of a school (figure 4.9), and along a well-used walking path between a 

school’s grounds and a local store (figure 4.10).

Figure 4.9: A local village store with litter in the foreground
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Figure 4.10. The front of a school showing litter in the foreground as well as 
goats

Figure 4.11. A well-used path between a school and a village store that has litter 
on long the sides
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Figure 4.12. One of the main roads in Chirang district, with goats walking freely.

A second major observation that I could not help but notice was the 

number of animals walking freely, even along the main road (see figure 4.12) and 

even on school grounds (see figure 4.10).
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CHAPTER 5. COLLABORATION RESULTS 

This Chapter will focus on the collaboration between the teachers, the NGO 

workers and myself. I share the findings from interviews conducted with four 

middle school teachers and one NGO worker. Specifically, I will address research 

questions 2: How do student’s understandings of the environment inform teachers 

and NGO workers in regards to environmental education?

The data consisted of audio-recorded data that was transcribed, verbatim, 

and then coded. Two different phases of coding were conducted, extracting both 

anticipated and emergent findings. The first phase of coding was done based on the 

five predetermined interview categories (refer to Chapter 3, table 3.5). Inductive 

coding was then conducted to determine emergent themes and ideas. The findings 

were then organized into four categories: 1) Environmental Education, 2) students 

and their environments, 3) new perspectives fort teacher and 4) working together., 

based on the finding of the interviews. 

In the first section of the chapter, I reflect on the teachers and NGO 

worker’s thought are on environmental education in general, and then on their 

views of their students’ understandings that were generated by the base-line data 

tests. To finish the chapter, I will reflect on the teachers' responses to the 

collaborative model. In order to determine what the teachers think in regards to 

such a collaborative model for designing educational programs. 
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5.1 Environmental Education 

A common view amongst interviewees was the agreement that environmental 

education is important and that there was a need to put environmental education

into the forefront. 

Teacher A: “It [environmental education] is very important in 

general because we have to save our environment”

Teacher B: “Actually environmental education, as far as I know, it is 

about the education about the environment and it is I think 

it is very important for the children to know firstly about”

Teacher C: “I think for students it will be very good initiative from 

very early ages. Students will have very good idea about 

environment and environmental issues... and it will 

motivate the students to do something.”

Teacher D: “as far as I'm convinced [environmental education] 

deserves to be a very important subject for the students”

NGO A: “Environmental Education is very much important”

However, opinions differed as to how environmental education should be included 

in the curriculum. Where some agree that the government’s current decision to 

teach environmental education through infusion, as part of the many different 

subjects not as a single subject, was a good decision. One teacher going as far as to 

say that every subject should have environmental education 
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Teacher A “That is environmental, it's not only one subject. It's not 

once a day, it’s part of the other subject.

Interviewer “So, you think it should be in all?” 

Teacher A “Yes all classes have to learn the environmental studies 

and it's a good idea”

Some of the other interviewees felt that environmental education should 

have its own subject. 

Teacher D” I'm convinced. I think it should be taken as a separate 

subject.”

Commenting on environmental education having its own subject, the NGO worker 

gave a thought-provoking reason as to why he felt that environmental education

should be its own subject. He reasoned that as it is currently included, though 

infusion, without its own focused subject its importance can get lost because 

teachers only focus on finishing the curriculum.

NGO A: Actually we should have one particular subject because 

sometimes we focus on syllabus we have to complete the 

syllabus and mostly we focus on syllabus and we don't 

give much importance on particularly the environment.”

The NGO works to support the teachers, so this comment comes attests to what the 

NGO workers have experienced. This puts into focus the needs of the teachers. 

While they might see the significance of environmental education, as teachers they 

have many responsibilities and so may not be able to put a strong focusing on 

environmental education because, as the NGO worker mentioned, the curriculum 
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comes first. 

5.2 Students and Their Environments

When the interviewees were asked what their perspective was with regards to the 

students’ drawings they all focused on the common elements. The most common 

elements that students drew in their drawings of the environment being, a simple 

house, a tree, mountains, and a river. The interviewees stated that the students drew 

the environment that they knew, where they lived.

Teacher D: “I think that they have an idea of only what they can 

see what they have accustomed this is the environment in which 

they are living.”  

One of the teachers went further to comment on the fact that the majority of the 

students live in villages  

Teacher B: “Most of the students, they are from the poor 

background. They are not living in big cities…our school

students they are from the village area. I think they have 

drawn this because every day they are related to these 

topics about the environment. They live in the environment 

surrounded by trees surrounded by rivers surrounded by 

houses its umm small house. 

This gives the understanding that because the students live in a very natural 

environment and they understand the environment in this way. They drew 

what they knew, which village life. 
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5.3 New Perspectives for Teachers

When looking especially at the card ranking activity, the environmental concerns, 

results there was an overwhelming sense of surprise from all of the interviewees 

with regards to both the fact that overpopulation was so low in the students ranking 

and that pollution, in its varies forms, was not higher.  

Teacher A: “Overpopulation is our main problem! Mostly in India, 

India and other Asian countries but mostly in our India were 

overpopulation is there. So we have to control that and give 

the children awareness about it. 

Another interviewee echoed this view when remarking the following;

Teacher B: They [the students] did not understand maybe so there 

may be some misconception. I think the first overpopulation 

should be on the top because all these problems are related 

to overpopulation…. I think this [points to overpopulation 

card] is one according to me. I may be wrong. I don't know 

but according to me, I think this should be on the top. So if 

this is controlled and definitely others will be controlled. 

This shock and surprise with regards to the rankings was not limited just to 

overpopulation being so low, but also with pollution in general not being in 

the top ranks but especially water pollution and solid waste ranking in the 

bottom five:

NGO A: “Actually, I don't know about their understanding, 
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the students. Why they put the first lack of safe 

drinking water?  Like they don't give water pollution 

the first. I don't understand about this one! This is 

very common [pointing to the solid waste card]. 

Plastic is used everywhere. Then humans, all the 

people after they use it, just throw here and there 

they don't keep the separate place. They don't burn 

or they don't bury, and they don't know about the 

recycling use because of this reason everywhere 

plastic and solid waste is increasing. 

These reactions show that there is a disconnect between what the students 

understand as important and what the adults see as being of high importance. And 

the need to educate students better about the “bad effects” of both 

overpopulation and pollution. 

Teacher B: “I think they should be more educated about what is this 

situation. I think about how it happened, they may not 

know. The um, how a student comes and what is its bad 

effects”

One teacher even reinforced the importance of decreasing pollution by adding that 

we need to teach not only the students but also teachers about decreasing pollution

Teacher C: “The pollution levels are increasing on earth; water 

pollution, also solid waste and noise pollution also… I 

think this is very important for all the students and teachers 
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also, have to know how to keep a clean environment” 

5.4 Working Together 

With regards to the model used for this research, all the interviewees have very 

positive things to say about not only working together but also learning about what 

the students had been thinking.  

Teacher A: “I think it [the model] is helpful for us, in our case. Yeah, your 

study is helpful. I think it’s good for us to talk about the students 

and their idea” 

Teacher B: “You have studied the opinions of students and included the 

teachers and that it will be very helpful”

Teacher C: “according to me it [understanding students] plays an important 

role”

Teacher D: “It is a kind of about inputs for our teachers also quite often as 

teachers may not fully know what students are thinking. I think 

you have to get some feedback. We are teaching and learning.”

NGO A: “Yes, it is very much helpful actually for teachers and students”

This shows that a field-based collaborative model such as this has the potential to 

help improve environmental education in the area and make it more contextually 

relevant. When the teachers and NGO workers show such positive responses it 

shows that they are all willing to work together.

Finally, a recurrent theme in the interviews was a sense amongst 

interviewees that while a study such as this did have positive aspects and could 
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have positive change, there needs to be changed from the government;

Teacher B “According to me, the government should bring this 

subject related to the environment. It's very important and 

especially at the present level giving the development, 

viewing the development of India. The government is, there 

are many schemes related to the environment and I think 

that's good but it is not sufficient”  

For these reasons, a study like this cannot be done in isolation, there needs to be a 

collaboration with all the major stakeholders. In addition, while the government is 

doing a lot towards mitigating environmental problems and improving and 

promoting environmental education, there is still a great deal more that needs to be 

done, and the government cannot do it alone. 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this research was to find a way to support NGO workers in rural 

North East India to be able to create a local, context-specific environmental 

education program that catered to the needs of the students in the area. By 

implementing a field-based collaborative model, this research collected baseline 

data measuring students’ views about the environment and then disseminated the 

results to NGO workers and teachers to collectively reflect on students’ views in 

preparation for developing a new curriculum. The goal for sharing and reflecting 

on students’ responses was to help NGO workers and teachers to align the local 

curriculum standards to students’ previously existing environmental 

knowledge/awareness/attitudes so a curriculum could be developed that is 

culturally relevant and connected to students’ lives and that matches teachers’ 

competences for teaching about the environment. This collaborative model 

provided a method for incorporating the knowledge and educational aims of the 

NGO workers who are responsible for designing a new environmental education 

program and the views of the local teachers who will implement the lessons, all 

while taking into account what students already know about the subject

6.1 Overview of the Study 

A total of 277 middle school students attending government schools in the Chirang 

district were assessed to determine their knowledge/awareness/attitudes about the 

environment. As part of a collaborative approach to designing a new culturally 

relevant and environmental education program for the area, this baseline data was 

then shared with the 4 teachers and 1 NGO worker who volunteered to be part of 
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this study and who work directly with the students. In the next few sections, I will 

discuss the results from both the students’ baseline assessments and from 

interviews with the teachers and NGO workers to discuss what they learned from 

this collaborative effort

6.1.1 Students’ Environmental Knowledge, Awareness, and 
Attitudes 

For the students’ baseline test, 3 questions were asked; how do students in the 

Chirang District of Assam India perceive the environment in which they live? 

Moreover, what are their attitudes towards the environment? And what are their 

biggest environmental concerns? To answer these questions three assessments were 

conducted; 1) Draw-an-Environment Test (DAET), 2) Environmental Awareness 

Ability Measure, and 3) card sorting activity to rank environmental concerns.

    From the DAET results, students’ mental models of the environment 

were determined. The use of mental models is not a new concept, for decades’ 

education specialists have used students’ mental models to help identify potential 

obstacles to learning (Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978). Mental models can help 

educators by giving them an understanding of how students perceive the world in 

which they live and in turn, better understand what motivates students’ behaviors 

and practices. Understanding what factors influence students’ environmental 

practices is helpful as one of the major goals of environmental education is to 

change students’ behaviors to become more aware of the environment and to make 

decisions that reduce harm to the environment. Students’ environmental mental 

models can be used as a foundation for constructing a context-specific 

environmental education program that incorporates students’ prior knowledge and 
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awareness and challenges students to reflect on and develop more complex 

understandings about the environment and their role in the environment 

(Shepardson et al., 2007). This study found the majority of students’ drawings 

(62.5%) showed the environment as being human-altered (MM3). The students in 

this study live in a very homogenous village and have limited exposure to diverse 

environments. While their drawings reveal that students understand humans are 

part of the environment, the students very rarely drew depictions of the ways in 

which humans can harm the environment by cutting down trees, driving cars or 

building factories. Interestingly, only a few students (6.5%) at one of the two dual-

language schools in the study, portrayed humans as being environmentally 

unfriendly. The Kajalgaon school grounds are located close to the local highway 

and is closest in proximity to Bongaigaon, a major city in Assam and the only 

major city near the Chirang district. Students’ who attend Kajalgaon may have 

more exposure to environments in which human impact can be more readily seen 

and negative effects more easily identified than students to attend school in more 

rural areas. Interestingly, only students in dual language schools enrolled in Bodo 

language classes drew environments that revealed humans and nature in a 

harmonious state (MM4) and only students enrolled in Assamese language classes 

drew environments representative of nature as life-supporting (MM2). These 

differences found across language/ethnic groups implies that there may be a 

difference in the way people from these different groups view nature and their 

relationship to nature.

Next, students’ responses to the Environmental Awareness Ability 

Measure (EAAM) demonstrated that students in this study generally have a good 
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awareness of the environment. However, their responses revealed a lack of 

awareness about environmental issues in developed versus developing countries. 

Students in this study believed that developed countries tended to have more 

environmental issues than developing countries, which is not accurate. However, in 

a country such as India where large segments of the population, such as the 

students in this study, reside in small, rural villages (Government of India, 2001), it 

can be difficult for students to understand or be aware of how much pollution and 

environmental damage is being done in mega-cities such as Delhi and Mumbai. 

Rural villages may feel the effects of pollution from large cities and manufacturers, 

but students in these areas who have limited opportunities to travel to urban areas 

may not be able to easily comprehend the impact humans are having on the 

environment. When comparing students’ responses to the EAAM based on 

language, two significant findings came to light. While both student groups 

demonstrated high environmental awareness, students in the Assamese language 

classes scored lower than students in the Bodo language classes. This finding 

reinforces the possibility that cultural differences between these two groups of 

students may have an influence on how students perceive the environment. 

However, analyses showed no significant differences in student responses based on 

either language or gender. One reason for this could be that “both our 

understanding of environmental issues and the proposed solutions are culturally 

limited to and by the perceptions of the dominant group” (Marouli, 2002, p. 28).

Finally, students’ responses when ranking the environmental concerns 

during the card-sorting activity produced results that may seem somewhat 

counterintuitive. Overall, the majority of students identified the effects of pollution 
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as major concerns, rather than the sources of pollution. For example, students 

ranked air pollution as the fifth biggest concern and ranked forms of pollution, such 

as solid waste and noise pollution, as ninth and tenth. However, students ranked 

access to safe drinking water as their number one concern. Students' responses to

the EAAM survey showed most students strongly agreed with item #9 Unpolluted 

water is essential for life, but water pollution was ranked as the 7th biggest concern. 

This implies that students do not see the connection between the pollution 

produced by the actions of humans and the environmental concerns they ranked as 

most important. A major goal of environmental education is to have students 

explore environmental issues and also engage in problem-solving to take action to 

improve the environment (Kyburz-Graber, 2012). Based on the students ranking of 

the environmental concerns, they are not exploring environmental issues enough 

and they do not see the connection between the practices of humans and the impact 

on the environment. If students were aware that the fact that polluting water results 

in unsafe drinking water, then they may be better motivated to change practices that 

lead to polluting the water (such as throwing solid waste from school lunches into 

the local creeks). An environmental education program seeks to engage students in 

recognizing that unsafe drinking water is the result of pollution could motivate 

them to problem-solving how to reduce pollution in their local area to help improve 

the safety of drinking water.

Previous studies (Ghosh, 2014) found that whether students live in urban 

or rural areas has a significant impact on their environmental awareness. That 

students in this study overwhelmingly agreed with item #4 Increasing population is 

the main cause of environmental pollution in the EAAM, but students ranked 
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overpopulation as the least concern for the environment really underscores the need 

for a locally contextualized environmental education program. Students from this 

study live in an extremely rural area that represents one of the least densely 

populated areas in all of India with a population density of only 419 people/km2 

(Government of India, 2001).  As such, they may not be aware of or be able to 

understand how densely populated India is in some areas. The depletion of India’s 

natural resources from the continued development of the country and the economy 

is contributing to rapid and irreversible loss of habitat for many animals and plants. 

In fact, many environmentalists consider overpopulation to be India’s biggest 

challenge, but students’ drawings of the environment revealed that the majority 

hold mental models of an environment that has been altered by humans (MM3). 

Very few drawings depicted “negative” alterations. Instead, images simply showed 

humans had built houses and roads in the environment. Again, this reveals a 

disconnect between the students’ local lived experiences and the reality of the 

environmental issues facing the country as a whole. A national environmental 

education curriculum and textbook may do little to support these learners to 

confront this misconception. For this reason, a locally developed curriculum 

designed from a culturally relevant pedagogical approach could be more effective 

for supporting students to learning about local issues and then making connections 

and comparisons with other regions of the country, region, and world. 

There has been a lot of research on gender equity in education in India 

and in developing countries which typically shows that teachers and families have 

different expectations for learning and educational achievement based on gender. 

Some studies in environmental education have shown boys and girls may have 
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different perceptions about the environment (Tuncer, Ertepinar, Tekkaya, & Sungur, 

2005). Interestingly, when comparing students’ responses based on gender, no 

significant differences were found in this study. This finding was a little surprising 

considering that the boys and girls in this study experienced a gendered education. 

For example, girls and boys are separated into two different groups, seated in 

different sections of the classroom, and always line up for activities based on 

gender. In addition, men and women in this area engage in gendered practices in 

everyday lives, with men and women participating in very distinct jobs both inside 

and outside of the home. Based on these observed differences, it was expected 

gender may be an important factor to influence how students perceive the 

environment. While each student drew their own picture of the environment, the 

other activities were conducted in small, gendered groups. While the total sample 

size was large (N=277), the assessment sample size was small (N=48). It could be 

difficult to identify significant differences based on the small sample size. 

Alternatively, the students in this study may not experience extreme gendered 

expectations for their education as students in other areas of India. To fully 

understand this finding, more research would be needed.

6.1.2 Teachers and NGO Workers

The most obvious finding to emerge from collaborating with the teachers and NGO 

workers’ was that while they all saw the need and importance of environmental 

education for these students, they did not feel fully equipped to teach about 

environmental issues that were relevant to the students’ lives. More significantly, 

discussions with the teachers and NGO workers about students’ responses to the 
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card-sorting activity and the environmental awareness measure responses revealed 

a major disconnect between these two groups regarding which environmental 

issues were most important. One of the fundamental aspects of culturally relevant 

pedagogy is that it works towards bridging the gap between teachers and students 

(Gay, 2010). As well as bridge the gap between the classroom and students’ 

everyday life (Brown-Jeffy & Cooper, 2011). Consequently, this finding reinforces 

the need for context-specific environmental education that is culturally relevant. It 

showed that while students have demonstrated they are knowledgeable and have 

awareness about the environment, they are limited in their ability to link what they 

have learned to their everyday lived experiences. 

A positive outcome from the interviews is that both the teachers and NGO 

workers were interested to learn about their students’ views about the environment 

and they were all open to learning about how to use those results to design more 

effective environmental education lessons. The educators were all pleased that the 

assessments confirmed that students tend to have generally good awareness and 

understanding of the environment and they were interested to learn that students 

seem to have limited understanding of the environment or environmental issues 

outside of their community. The educators recognized their students were only 

concerned about the environmental problems that affected them. The educators 

acknowledge this revealed the limitation of the current environmental education 

program as it failed to instill in students an appreciation for the need to look 

beyond their own “backyards” to consider the larger environmental issues facing 

people in other areas. In addition, the educators were struck by the fact that 

students seemed not to comprehend that the local environment is interconnected 
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with other areas. These findings inspired the educators to consider how to support 

students to both see how they impacted their own environments and to develop a 

better understanding of how what happens in other areas affects them and vice 

versa.

6.1.3 Learning Together 

Taken together, these results suggest that while students have a good awareness of 

the environment, and have representative conceptualizations of the environment 

they are only concerned with the environmental problems that affect them directly, 

the symptoms, and not what causes these problems. This is in conflict with the 

traditional view of environmental problems, as traditionally people should learn 

what causes those problems so they know how to prevent them (Kyburz-Graber, 

Hofer, & Wolfensberger, 2006). This shows that while environmental education in 

the area has been successful in instilling knowledge and creating awareness, there 

is still a gap between what students know and understand about the causes of 

environmental concerns, such as pollution and the consequences of the problems.

The fact that India has some of the worst environmental pollution in the world 

(Irfan 2017) shows the need for environmental education in the area to integrate 

students' cultural knowledge into their environmental studies. Environmental 

education at its essence is scientific in nature. For effective science learning to 

occur, an operative curriculum alone is not enough, rather the curriculum needs to 

be taught in a meaningful fashion (Darling-Hammond, Flook, Cook-Harvey, 

Barron, & Osher, 2019). Incorporating CRP into the educational framework can 

help make the curriculum being taught more meaningful (Ladson-Billings 1992a). 
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A lack of understanding of the cause-effect relation of environmental 

degradation can be extremely detrimental in the future as it can cause ‘ecological 

poverty’ (Sonowal, 2009). Simply put, ecological poverty is when land cannot 

withstand basic living demands due to high levels of environmental degradation. 

The Chirang district is chiefly an agrarian economy, meaning that if ecological 

poverty does occur, the main form of income in the area will be significantly 

negatively impacted which will have a disastrous impact on the people in this 

region. India is already seeing the effects of ecological poverty with the increase of 

environmental degradation brought on by droughts in many parts of the country 

(Denton and Sengupta, 2019). Thus, it is essential that the teachers and NGO 

workers in this area become better equipped to meet the learning needs of this next 

generation of inhabitants in this region.

Much research in environmental education has shown that even when 

people have knowledge about how to positively impact the environment, they often 

fail to implement practices necessary to meet their goals. This is an issue that 

requires not only a factual curriculum but instead, requires a curriculum that is 

designed to place students at the center of their environment and lead them to 

identify issues that they have the capacity to change. For example, as a participant-

observer in this region, I noticed large amounts of solid waste and litter all around 

the school and the community. However, responses from students’ card ranking 

activity (see figure 4.6) identified solid waste as the 9th biggest problem out of 10. 

In addition, while I observed animals in the yards of schools, in the fields, and on 

the roadsides, less than half (42%) of all students’ draw-an-environment images 

included any type of fauna. Even then, the images consisted mainly of birds, rather 
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than the goats and cows which were so prevalent. That students and teachers fail to 

consider the massive amounts of litter and that students fail to notice the 

domesticated animals that walk around freely suggests they do not notice them as 

being “part of their environment”. Coming in as an outsider to this community has 

some disadvantages, but it can also beneficial in that outside perspectives can 

support locals to reconsider the local environment from a new perspective. 

An environmental education program that supported students to be more 

agentic about addressing the solid waste problems in the community could 

empower students to make a positive impact on the environment. Moving students 

toward action and problem solving requires students, as well as teachers and NGO 

workers, to be more aware of their environment and to work collaboratively to find 

solutions that are practical and sustainable.

6.2 Conclusions

One of the most important and unique features of this study is that throughout the 

entire research the environmental education/educational development researcher 

who conducted the study took the voices of multiple stakeholders into account. Not 

only were the needs of the NGO workers who initially asked for help taken into 

account, but also the teachers in the local schools. Furthermore, the students’ voices 

were heard and shared with the teachers and NGO workers. This dissemination and 

sharing of information resulted in positive collaboration between all stakeholders 

which are discussed in more detail below

6.2.1 Students
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The results of the students’ baseline tests showed that overall students had a very 

good understanding of the environment. They understand that humans are a part of 

the environment and that they, in turn, impact the environment. This shows that the 

curriculum they have experienced in their local schools is meeting some of the 

major goals of environmental education. However, other major aims include

learning that humans have a role to play in protecting the environment, not only 

using natural resources for their own good (Goldman et al., 2013). Understanding 

that, as part of the environment, they have the potential for enacting practices that 

can harm or improve the environment is essential for students. Future research can 

explore how effectively a culturally relevant pedagogical approach could be for 

improving students’ appreciation for how actions have consequences for humans 

and the environment.

6.2.2 Teachers

The most important finding to come from the collaborative portion of the study 

was that there is a major discontent between the teachers' and students’ 

understanding of the environment. While the teachers and NGO workers 

understood that overpopulation is one of the most important environmental 

concerns facing the world, students did not see overpopulation as a major concern. 

India has the second-largest population in the world, behind only China and it is 

continuing to increase. Experts believe that India will have the largest population in 

the world by 2050 (Population Reference Bureau (PRB), 2019), and yet the 

students in this study from the Chirang district did not see overpopulation as a 

concern. While both the teachers and NGO workers felt this was an important issue 

to address through future lessons, the teachers expressed they were pressed to stay 
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focused on covering the content in the syllabus and to use the textbook for their 

lessons. As the curriculum is developed from a national perspective, it does not 

necessarily support the needs of students in this region. This tension represents a 

conflict for teachers and NGO workers as they seek to address the learning needs 

of the students.

6.2.3 Non-government Organizations

There is a need to seek out alternative ways of development (Munck, 1999) and 

there is a growing appreciation for the need for developing countries to reflect on 

value, and use local and traditional knowledge to shape education systems, 

especially with regards to addressing environmental issues. There needs to be a 

push within the education systems to try and find alternative ways of development 

that differ from the conventional development approaches by making use of local 

traditional knowledge (Escobar, 1995). NGOs could act as a catalyst for this kind 

of change. Park and colleagues noted, “given the fact that NGOs often take a 

complementary role and provide an alternative approach, they play a significant 

role in development and cooperation” (2015, p. 33). Nevertheless, NGOs alone are 

often not equipped to make such changes. To be successful, there needs to be a 

collaboration between NGOs and the communities they seek to serve. NGOs 

collaborating with education specialists, such as what has been done in the study, 

could be powerful for affecting positive change. NGOs can be the connection 

between all the important stakeholders, such as students, teachers, and 

education/development specialists. The results of this study suggest that this type 

of model has the possibility to have a positive effect on environmental education in 
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this local area. However, NGO workers will be limited in their ability to affect 

change if they do not have strong collaborative relationships with teachers. 

Teachers have the power and authority to implement changes in curriculum, so 

NGO workers have to fit into and work within and around teachers’ schedules and 

to consider the requirements placed on teachers by the curriculum structure in the 

schools. This challenge can be minimized if NGO workers and teachers can 

collaborate to design lessons that meet the goals of both stakeholders while also

taking into account the needs of the students. This model offers an example of how 

to approach this task.

6.2.4 Working Together

Many times environmental programs are designed and developed based on 

assumptions of students’ knowledge and beliefs (Loughland, Walker, & Brady, 

2000). We can see based on the teachers’ interpretations of the students’ baseline 

data, that the teachers had many assumptions about their students’ knowledge and 

belief that were incorrect. Perhaps if students’ knowledge and cultural perspectives 

had been considered, the teachers could have designed lessons that better supported 

students to explore their own relationship with the local environment (Loughland et 

al., 2000). While there are many challenges to implementing culturally relevant 

pedagogy, perhaps the most important is the need to understand that students are 

not all the same. Educators cannot make assumptions about students’ based on their 

own beliefs (Gay, 2010). One of the tenets of culturally relevant pedagogy is that 

teachers need to be open to listening to their students and finding wants to adapt 

their curriculum and teaching methods to better connect with students' cultural 

norms and lived experiences. Thus, educators need to be reflective practitioners 
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and make decisions based on what students know and understand. Teaching 

environmental education from a culturally relevant pedagogy approach can support 

teachers to become better informed about their students’ perspectives and then 

build their curriculum to meet their learning needs.  
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CHAPTER 7. IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This study set out to determine if a new collaborative field-based model could be 

used to design a new culturally relevant, context-specific, local environmental 

education. From the research, we can see that this type of model has great potential,

however, it is not without limitations.

7.1 Implications

One of the strengths of this study was it explored a new approach to environmental 

education, one that took into account all the major stakeholders, including students, 

teachers, and NGO workers. Based on the results of the study, some implications 

can be drawn with regard to the need for new environmental education policy and 

classroom practice. In this section, I will go over some of the major implications of 

this study.

7.1.1 Policy

This research has several implications for policymaking concerning environmental 

education in India’s schools. The biggest challenge facing the education system in 

India is funding. Education should be the responsibility of the government and 

should be supported through national recourse (Rahman & Uddin, 2009). However, 

over the last five years, the Indian government has been systematically decreasing 

the national education budget (J. Jha & Rao, 2019). Consequently, this means that 

students who are the most disadvantaged, such as those in rural areas, are going to 

suffer the most. All citizens of a country should have equal opportunities to quality 

education (FÄGerlind & Saha, 1983). However, this is not the case in India where 
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marginalized groups often have limited access to national and local resources. 

Education is one of the most powerful drivers of upwardly mobile and researchers 

have argued, “Education is one of the basic needs for human development and to 

escape from poverty' (Sivakumar & Sarvalingam, 2010, p. 20). As an education 

development researcher, who is passionate about environmental education, I 

understand that development disproportionally affects those who are the most 

marginalized due to the environmental degradation associated with unsustainable 

development. More work needs to be done to ensure that the balance between 

development and the environment is sustained. 

A second major challenge faced by environmental educators in modern-

day India is the government’s current push for a more centralized education system 

(Tillin, 2019). India is a very large and extremely diverse country with huge 

variations in climate, geography, language, economy, and ethnicities and religions. 

All these factors contribute to the major challenge of creating curricula that are 

relevant for students in different regions and local communities. It makes sense that 

in such a big and diverse country one central environmental education curriculum 

is not enough to cater to all student’s needs. Conversely, the current Indian 

government is actively working towards centralizing all its government institutions 

under its discourse of “one nationism” (Tillin, 2019). One conceivable solution to 

counteract this could be the creation of supplemental environmental education 

programs that include a more local perspective created by NGOs and local school 

teachers. The government should start recognizing that local NGOs can help fill 

this need and that by collaborating with environmental education/educational 

development specialists, supplemental environmental education programs, NGOs 
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could serve as “professional resource centers to build a culture of collaboration and 

partnership” (Jagannathan, 2001, p. 44). The model presented in this study could 

serve as a step towards realizing this kind of collaboration and partnership. 

A further challenge that is facing environmental education in India is the 

lack of essential teacher training for both pre and in-service teachers about how to 

teach students who come from cultural backgrounds that are different from the 

teacher and or peers in the classroom. In a country as large and diverse as India 

fostering an understanding of cultural differences should be standard in all aspects 

of teacher education. There is a need to incorporate culturally relevant pedagogy 

into all aspects of teacher education in India, not only environmental education. 

However, again due to the large and diverse nature of the country, the management 

and implementation of teacher education and teacher professional development is a 

huge challenge (Siddiqui & Khan, 2015). With regard to environmental education, 

it is already known that teachers play an essential role in improving the 

environmental literacy of students. But to be effective, teachers must also have a 

high level of environmental knowledge and positive attitudes and awareness about 

the environment (Shobeiri, Omidvar, & Prahallada, 2007). 

In India, there is a lack of certified environmental education teachers and 

there are currently no formal education programs that specialize in environmental 

education in India. The combined lack of culturally relevant pedagogy and 

environmental literacy of teachers results in teachers underprepared to teach a 

growingly complex, culturally relevant and context-specific subject like 

environmental education (Blanchet-Cohen & Reilly, 2013). This is where an NGO, 

using the model proposed in this study, can help improve and localize efforts 
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towards improving environmental education. By creating teacher training programs 

that are not only knowledge-based, but that also incorporate culturally relevant 

pedagogy as part of their framework teachers could being to create and implement 

environmental education programs that are more effective. The model presented in 

this study could be taken further to include improving teacher training by 

incorporating culturally relevant pedagogy.

7.1.2 Practice

Many NGOs advocate for people and organizations such as The Insect have made 

great strides towards improving the quality of education is underprivileged and 

marginalized communities, such as the area where this study took place. However, 

they are still lacking in many of the resources needed to fully reach their potential. 

As such they have often been criticized for making uninformed decisions because 

they are not fully aware of all the factors at play. This initial model, where an 

expert is utilized to work within the local context, can offer NGOs a way to solve 

this problem. They can bring in content specialists for short, or long terms projects, 

and help to create more effective integrations. NGOs can help facilitate more 

effective engagement between the content specialist and those in need of help by 

acknowledging the needs of the local stakeholders. This collaborative, field-based 

model could be used for all forms of aid, not only education. 

Furthermore, for this type of practice to be effective over the long term, it 

needs to be on-going and adaptive. As can be seen in figure 7.1, this process is 

cyclic, where teachers, NGO workers’, and educational development (ED) 

specialist are in constant communication and where the needs of the students are at 

the center alternatives research paradigms, and an ongoing practice that is 
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culturally relevant, such as this can do just that (Ladson-Billings 1995b). 

Figure 7.1. Diagram showing the cyclic nature of the intervention. 

This idea of a study being replicated again and again is a common idea within CRP 

studies Working with the locals in the local area, is an important issue for future 

research, and perhaps this practice could even be extended to include the students’ 

parents and the local community as a whole (Blanchet-Cohen & Reilly, 2013; 

Ladson-Billings, 1995b). There is a need for more opportunities to be explored this 

type of CRP but it is important that at the heart is always students’ needs. 

It is critical to note that while this particular NGO is making positive 

changes in the area and doing good work with local schools, this research does not 

want to suggest that all NGOs working with public schools in this way are the 

same.  In addition, while the results show this model has the potential to improve 

the quality of environmental education in this area, this may not always be possible 

under different circumstances. In different areas and with different NGO-

government partnerships this model may not be as promising. Further studies need 

Students
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to be done in order to see the full potential of this model. Furthermore, while I feel 

that this model for designing context-specific environmental education that is 

culturally relevant, has had positive feedback, I do not want to imply that it will 

always work. For a field-based collaborative model such as this to work, there 

needs to be willingness and trust from all sides (Nielsen, 2004). A great deal of 

time was spent by me, as a research participant, working with the local 

stakeholders and building trust, this trust allowed for a positive collaboration.

7.2 Moving Forward

The scope of this study was limited as the study was conducted only in one district 

in North East India, working with only one NGO and therefore cannot be 

generalized. Likewise, this study was not able to go beyond the collaboration and 

see the new environmental education enacted. However, the findings obtained can 

help contribute to future studies on environmental education and ways of designing 

environmental education programs as a result, despite the promising results from 

this study questions still remain.

An important practical implication from this field-based collaborative 

model is that it shows there is also the possibility that this model could be used for 

a different aspect of the curriculum, not only environmental education. CPR should 

be a part of all aspects of education and not just environmental education and this 

model could be used with different ED specialists or help create more culturally 

relevant pedagogies. These specialists could come in as short, or long, term 

consultants, and work with the NGO and the local teachers towards designing a 

variety of different educational programs that are field-based and collaborative in 
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nature using CRP as a framework. Moreover, this model shows the potential to be 

scaled up, to include a larger area, with more students’ and more teachers involved 

and even including more local NGOs.

7.3 Study Limitations 

This investigation had several limitations. The main limitation being that data 

collection was carried out in a class setting where space and time were limited. Due 

to the time constraint, two of the assessments had to be group assessments which 

mean individuals through and ideas could not be expressed but rather a group's 

ideas were put forward. Even during the individual task, students were in close 

prohibit to each other and could discuss the task amongst themselves. This meant 

that even though they each drew their own image, there is a strong possibility that 

the drawing was not solely the ideas of the individual. In an ideal setting, each 

student would complete each task individually and in isolation. 

A further limitation was that real-time data recording was needed during 

the students’ data collections, as videos and other recordings were not possible due 

to ethical considerations. Therefore, most data recording was done in the classroom 

while the activates were taking place. To help counter this limitation extensive field 

notes and observational notes were taken, photographic evidence was also taken 

but in all cases, no pictures on the student themselves were taken. 

The language was an additional limitation, as the main language of 

communication during this study was English, which is not the native language of 

study participants. This means there was always a possibility for misunderstandings 

and misinterpretations. Moreover, while the teachers and NGO workers had a high 
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command of English and were accustomed to using English and were able to 

communicate effectively, the students themselves were neither as fluent nor as 

confident in using English. This meant that all assessments had to be conducted in 

the language of instruction of the school, either Bodo or Assamese, which meant 

that as the researcher, I was unable to understand fully the students’ interactions 

during the assessments.  

“In the end, we will conserve only what we love; we will love 

only what we understand and we will understand only what we 

are taught.” (Baba Dioum, 1968)
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국문초록

Leslie Elizabeth Sprong

글로벌교육협력전공

인도는 급속도로 발전하고 있는 나라로 막대한 천연 자원 소비를

초래합니다. 인도의 빠른 개발이 지속 가능하도록하려면 환경 및 천연 자원

사용에 대한 피해를 확인해야 합니다. 지속 가능한 개발 및 자원 사용을

지원하는 한 가지 핵심 요소는 양질의 환경 교육입니다. 환경 교육은

사람들이자신의행동을바꾸고지속가능한개발을위해행동하도록동기를

부여하고 권한을 부여 할 수 있는 잠재력을 가지고 있습니다. 그러나 인도

같은 크고 다양한 국가에서 환경 교육을 하는 것은 복잡합니다. 효과적인

환경 교육을 위해서는 자연 환경과 문화 측면에서 현지 상황을 고려해야

합니다. 인도는학교에서환경교육을장려하기위해 국가교과 과정 표준및

교육 정책을 개발함으로써 이 분야에서 상당한 진전을 이뤘지만 교육자들, 

특히 시골 지역의 교육자들은 K-12 학교 환경에서 환경 교육을 적절하게

가르치는방법에대한도전에직면하고있습니다.

비정부기구 (NGO)는특히농촌지역에서환경교육을개선하기위한

현장 교사 교육, 커리큘럼 자료 및 교육 프로그램을 제공하는 데 중요한

역할을할수있습니다. 그러나 NGO 교육계획이성공하기위해서는 NGO 이

교사 및 지역 사회와 긍정적인 관계를 가질 뿐만아니라 지역 환경에 영향을

미치는 사회, 문화 및 경제 문제에 대한 지식을 갖는 것이 중요합니다. 이

연구의 목적은 지역 학교 환경에서 구현하기에 문화적으로 적합하고 적합한
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환경 교육을 가르치기 위한 상황별 접근 방식을 설계 할 때 지역 NGO를

지원할 수 있도록 협력적인 현장 기반 모델을 소개하는 것이었습니다. 환경

문제를 이해하고 이에 대응하기 위해서는 학생들이 지역적으로 상황에 맞는

환경, 사회 및 경제 문제가 세계 문제와 어떻게 연결되어 있는지 이해할 수

있어야합니다. 이를위해서는학생들은가정생활, 학교생활및더큰세상을

연결해야합니다.

문화 관련 교육학 (CRP)은 교사와 학생의 관계를 보다 잘 이해하기

위해 노력하며, 학생들의 문화 지식은 교실 학습을 보다 관련성 있고 의미

있게 만드는 데 도움이 됩니다. 환경 교육을 개발하고 구현하기 위한

문화적으로관련된교육학적접근방식을통해교사와학생들은실제경험과

지식을 활용하여 지역환경문제를배우고해결할수 있으며, 지역및글로벌

상황에서 긍정적인 변화에 영향을 미치는 이러한 지식과 경험을 적용하는

방법을 배울 수 있습니다. 따라서 문화적으로 관련된 교육 접근 방식을

기반으로설계된환경교육프로그램은혁신적이고지속가능할수있습니다.

이 연구의 환경 교육 커리큘럼 개발에 이 접근법을 적용하기 위한

노력으로환경교육자인연구자는 NGO 직원및아삼의치랑(Chirang District)

구역에있는여러중학교의교사들이참여하는협력적인현장기반접근법을

구현하여 현지 학생들의 학습 요구를 파악하였습니다. 이를 실현하기 위해

환경 교육자는 NGO 직원 및 교사와 협력하여 먼저 학생들의 환경에 대한

지식, 태도 및 인식을 측정했습니다. 다음으로 환경 교육자는 교사와 NGO 

직원을 참여시켜 학생들의 반응에 총괄적으로 반영하여 환경에 대한
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학생들의이해에도전하고개발할수있는환경교육수업을개발하는방법에

대한예비결정을내렸습니다.

이번 연구는 인도 북동부의 아쌈 치랑 지구에서 이루어졌습니다. 

아삼어와보도(Bodo) 언어의공립학교에다니는총 277 명의 VIII반학생들이

기본데이터수집에참여했습니다. 기준데이터는특별히설계된 3 가지평가, 

1) DAET (draw-an-environment test), 2) EAAM (환경 인식 능력 측정) 및 3) 

환경문제를평가하는카드분류활동을사용하여수집되었습니다. 이평가는

환경에대한학생들의인식및관심사를테스트하기위한것입니다. 학생들의

결과를 분석한 결과, 학생들은 인간이 환경에 영향을 미친다는 것을

인식하지만 이 영향이 종종 부정적일 수 있음을 완전히 이해하지 못하는

것으로 나타났습니다. 또한 학생들은 자신의 지역 환경에 대해 잘 알고

있지만주로환경문제에직접영향을미쳤으며이러한환경문제를일으키는

요인에 대한 인식을 보여주지 못 했습니다. 연구원은 이러한 결과를 지역

교사와 NGO 직원들과 공유했으며, 학생들은 현재 환경에 대한 학생들의

현재 이해와 교사와 NGO 직원이 환경에 대해 아는 것이 가장 중요하다고

느낀 점을 인정했습니다. 이 결과는 학생과 교사의 이해 사이의 격차를

해소하기 위해 더 많은 CRP를 지역 환경 교육 프로그램에 통합해야 한다는

것을 강조합니다. CRP는교사가학생의관점을이해하고 학생의아이디어에

대해 가정하지 않는 것이 중요하다고 주장합니다. 학생들이 자신의 환경을

어떻게 개념화 하는지 이해함으로써 교사는 학생들이 자신의 주변 환경을

벗어나 환경에대한전체적인이해를돕도록더잘갖추게될 것입니다. 이를
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통해 학생들은 지역 및 글로벌 환경 문제 사이의 연관성을 인식하여 교사가

학생들이 문제를 식별하고 긍정적인 변화에 영향을 줄 수 있는 학습 공간을

만들수있도록지원할수있습니다.

마지막으로, 이 연구는 교사와 NGO 직원이 함께 협력하여 학생들의

생활 경험과 문화적으로 관련된 환경 교육을 구체화 하는 새로운 상황을

설계하고자 하지만 교육 개발 전문가의 도움이 필요하다는 사실을 밝혀

냈습니다. 이 연구는 사용된 모델이 학생들의 요구를 중심으로 유지하면서

협업을 촉진하는 방식으로 중요한 이해 관계자를 의미 있게 연결할 수 있는

잠재력을 가지고 있음을 보여 주었습니다. 또한 이 모델은 환경 교육에만

국한되지않으며다양한교육또는개발전문가와함께사용할수도있습니다. 

여러 다른 배경을 가진 전문가들은 CRP를 NGO 및 현지 교사들과 함께 현장

기반이며 협력적인 다양한 교육 프로그램을 설계하기 위한 프레임워크로

적용할수있습니다.  

주요어: 환경교육, 현장기반협업, 북동인도, 비정부 기구 (NGO), 품질교육

및문화관련교육학 (CRP)

학번: 2017-25052 
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